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Siel gets life without parole 
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By Dennis Cauchon 
Barney Siel, a former UNH 
student, was convicted of first 
degree murder and attempted 
robbery after an eight day trial 
ended June 25. 
Siel, 19, was sentenced to life 
imprisonment without parole by 
Strafford County Superior Court 
Judge Frederick Goode. 
The former Stoke Hall resident 
is now serving his prison term in 
· Concord State Prison. 
Siel was charged with murdering 
Joseph Woodside, a 35-year~old 
drifter, by striking him seven times 
on the ltead with a beer mug on a 
trail next to Wilderness Trails Inc. 
in Durham. · 
The two defense attorney's who 
represented Siel, a Pittsfield 
resident, have appealed the 
decision to the New Hampshire 
Supreme Court. • 
The five Supreme Court justices 
will hear the case after a transcript 
_of the June trial is prepared by the 
court stenographer, said a 
spokesman for the N.H. Supreme 
Court clerk's office. This will take 
about two months, he said. 
The appeal to the Supreme 
Court is similar to an appeal made 
to Judge Goode immediately after 
the sentence was handed down. 
The 16 point appeal charges that 
Goode was biased in favor of the 
prosecution and gave inappro-
priate instructions to the jury on 
evidence, how e·xpert testimony 
Wolff appointed 
UNH news editor . 
By Brendan DuBois 
Cathy Wolff of Portsmouth was 
named news editor of the 
University News Bureau last 
month, a move that has been 
criticized by the state's largest daily 
newspaper, The Manchester 
Union Leader. 
Wolff, 32, replaces Mark Eicher, 
who will continue to work in the 
news bureau and also as a program 
coordinator for a non profit 
teacher center in Raymond, N.H. 
She has worked in the past year 
as· a writer and editor for the UNH 
College of Engineering and 
Physical Sciences and the 
publication office . Her_ past 
experience includes working for 
the Wilmington, Del. News-
Journal and the Chicago and 
Concord bureaus of the 
Associated Press. 
"I'm excited about working here 
and there a lot of things I'd like to 
do," Wolff said. "There are a lot of 
stories at UNH that deserve · 
national attention." 
From August of 1976 to the 
spring of 1978, Wolff worked in 
media relations for the Clamshell 
Alliance, an anit-nuclear group. It 
was the position for which the 
Manchester Union-Leader has 
criticized her and the University. 
In a fromt page editorial last 
week entitled "A Sick Joke On 
N.H. Taxpayers," editorial page 
director James Finnegan called the 
appointment " ... a deliberate and 
carefully calculated affront to the 
state's law-abiding citizenry. "1 
Finnegan also criticized Eugene 
Savage, vice-president for 
University relations, who said that 
he didn't believe Wolff's former 
job should be considered for not 
getting the job. Finnegan called 
Wolff "a strident advocate of 
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UNH News Editor Cathy Wolff 
Fewer· stud en ts 
will make honors 
By Lorraine Townes 
Beginning this fall, the criteria 
for earning honors has been 
changed from a grade point 
average of 3.00 to 3.20. 
The new policy affects all 
students, regardless of the criteria 
under which the student entered 
UNH, according to UNH 
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~egistrar Stephanie Thomas. 
The change; voted by the 
University Senate in May, 1979, 
will result in one-third less students 
receiving honors at graduatipn, 
Thomas said. 
The criteria were changed 
because "we've deflated the value 
of honors," she said. "Graduating 
with honors doesn't mean asd 
much when forty-five percent of 
the class also receives honors." 
Honors were earned by 46.7 
percent of the class of 1977, 42.5 
percent of the class of 1978 and 
41.8 percent of the class of 1979, 
Thomas said. 
She said the number of students 
receiving honors level grades may 
actually be higher because honors 
are calculated on a minimumn of 
64 credits at UNH are not eligible 
to receive honors at grad.uation." 
should be viewed, and the 
presumption of Siefs innoncence. 
Goode turned down the first 
appeal. 
Thirty-nine witnesses, including 
Siel and several other University 
students, appeared, before the jury 
of eight women an<i four men. 
Three sixth floor Stoke 
residents-David Routhier, 
Michael Katz and William 
Flanagan-testified that they went 
with Siel to have a pizza and beer 
at Wildcat Pizza on Main Street 
the night Woodside was murdered. 
Siel started conversing with 
Woodside, they said, and joined 
him for a drink. , 
Routhier, Flanagan and . -Katz, 
all freshmen at the University last 
year, originally told police-at Siel's 
request-that Siel had left the pub 
with them at 12:50 a.m. November 
14 and returned with them to 
Stoke Hall. 
At the trial, the three said Siel 
had left the Wildcat with 
Woodside.· They last saw the 
murder victim standing in the alley 
next to the Wildcat. Siel was also 
in the alley, ·although not next to 
Woodside, they said. 
· Siel, they said, returned to the 
dorm 10 to 15 minutes after they 
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Power off; students: out? 
By Laura Flynn 
Williamson Shall residents will 
have to move out of their dorm for 
a four-day weekend in late October 
if the worst happens when the 
dorm's main power generator is 
replaced. · 
In mid-August, the main power 
transformer in Williamson broke 
down during a sever thunder storm 
and since the beginning of the 
school year, the dorm has 
functioned on a rented 
transformer which can supply only 
half the amount of power needed 
by the dorm. 
Because of its high power and 
expense, the dorm's regular 
transformer, munufactured by 
General Electric, will not be 
· available for replacement until the 
third week of October. 
In the interim, Physical Plant 
Operation and Maintenance 
(PPO&M) rented a transformer 
with half the power from a 
company in Rochester, New York 
for a cost of $10,000. PPO&M has 
been monitoring student use of 
electrical power since the 
beginning of the seme~ter. 
"If you walked into the building 
ATO: Another one 
"bites the dust" 
J By Todd Balf ATO Ah.unni organization listed 
ATO (Alpha Tau Omega), the no single incident that led to the 
University of New Hampshire's decision. 
second fraternity in two years to He stated that ATO did not liv,e 
have its charter revoked, will be up to the standards and laws of the 
vacant for the entire _ academic National Fraternity. Among 
year. ATO's deficiencies were Social 
Unlike Acacia fraternity whose Service which Kearns said, "There 
charter was revoked in response to • was none." 
University initiative. The ATO Another complaint was the 
charter was revoked in accordance maintenance of the property. 
with a recommendation by the "There was extensive damage such 
ATO corporation. The localized as holes in the wall and- brnken 
National Alumni Organization windows, and the cleanliness was 
concurred with the recommen- little to be desired," he said. 
dationn resulting in the closing of Kearns also charged fiscal 
ATO. irresponsibility and dubious 
Dave Dudley, the national field scholarship among house 
representative said the alumni did members as reasons for closing the 
agree with the decision despite house. 
iniatially questioning it. · "The National Fraternity and 
Dudley felt the brothers did little v the Alumni board were concerned 
to represent ATO as a quality as early as September. As part of 
organization. "It (ATO) was a the reorganization effort we had a 
social club not a fraternity. There big discussion at the beginning of 
wasn't sanitary living conditions, the second semester, but nothing 
the trash was not taken out, al)d came of it," Kearns said. 
the building was not maintained. It Dudley emphasized the lack of 
was just a damn good place to effort and responsibility by the 
drink and worry about the place brothers. He cited numerous 
later," he said. 
Phil Kearns, the president of ATO, page 7 
right now you'd never know there . 
was anything going on," said John 
Sanders, Assistant Director of 
PPO&M. "But that's because the 
heat's not on now and the 
transformer is not being used to its 
full capacity." 
PPO&M plans to turn the heat 
on in the dorm for a 24-hour 
period sometime in the last week of 
September to monitor the level of 
power needed. 
If the student use of electricity 
exceeds the capacity of the 
temporary transformer, then the 
transformers would have to be 
exchanged before Thanksgiving 
break which would mean the 440 
students would either be out of 
electricity for at least four days, or 
they would have to move out of the 
dorm for the weekend. 
"It would be one helluva 
weedend," Sanders said. 
. In case of the early transformer 
exchange, emergency generators 
could provide heat and lighting in 
· the general areas of the dorm, but 
the individual rooms would be out 
of lights. 
"We've talked about what we 
would do in that situation but we 
haven't developed a defiiiitive plan 
yet," Sanders said. "We talked 
about temporary build-ups in 
other dorms and we even discussed 
plans like 'take a student home for 
the weekend' where faculty 
members could house Williamson 
residents in their own homes for 
the weekend." 
The present monitorings of the 
transformer show that the dorm's 
residents use about three amps of 
power at their peak times and the 
total capacity of the temporary 
transformer is 12 amps. 
"That gives us nine amps to play 
with," Sanders explained. 
Sanders said the company is 
hoping to make it through 
. November with the temporary 
transformer so that ·the rented 
power unit could be replaced with 
the new transformer during 
Thanksgiving ·break while the 
Pow~r, page 5 
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Dorms: homes for handicapped-
By Laura .Mynn 
For the first time at UNH, three 
handicapped students are living in 
dormitories. 
"Williamson has basic facilities 
in the bathroom available to 
someone in a wheelchair," said 
Housing Co-ordinator -of 
Residential Life Marc Robillard. 
"It also has easy access to 
Philbrook Hall which is accessible 
to the handicapped." 
"Hunter Hall's bathrooms were 
also renovated to meet 
handicapped requirements and the 
living systems (the furniture) in 
Gibbs are super-adjustable so they 
can raise and lower the height of 
the desks the way they want jt," he 
added. 
"The biggest problem we had 
was trying to remember 'the little 
· Dorms, page 7 
Ronald Marquis, a sophomore 
who is permanently dependant on 
crutches, lives on the ground floor 
of Gibbs Hall. Shelley Thorne, a 
freshman who uses an electric 
wheelchair lives on the ground 
floor of Williamson Hall and 
William Knight, a junior transfer 
student who is a quadrapelegic 
lives on the ground floor of Hunter 
Hall. 
"This is the first year that any 
handicapped students have ever 
requested on-campus residence," 
explained Alice Crow-Seidel, co-
ordinator of Handicapped Student 
Services. "Usually handicapped 
Construction . should 
help the handicapped 
'---.1:I 
students are commuters." 
The students were assigned 
roomates chosen at random in the 
usual process that UNH uses for 
any on-campus sutdent. Each of 
the three will also be aided by an 
Occupational Therapy student or 
any volunteer who could spend 
three to five hours a day, seven 
days a week to assist them in 
bathing, dressing and transf eers 
around the campus. 
"So far, only one person has 
volunteered to be an attendant," 
Crow-Seidel said. "We're really 
hoping more people will 
volunteer." 
Crow-Seidel noted that one 
reason why these students wanted 
on-cmapus housing was that off-
campus housing is too difficult to 
find, especially off-campus 
housing suitable to handicapped. 
"Off-campus housing is tight for 
everyone, and even tighter if you 
need accommodations for 
wheelchairs," she said. 
Hunter, Gibbs and Williamson 
halls were chosen to house the 
students because they had the best 
facilities for the handicapped. 
Rachel Gagne 
University department funds 
financed minor structural repairs 
at Hood House, Williamson, 
Hunter and James halls this 
summer to make these University 
buildings accessible to the 
· handicapped, said Alice Crow-
Seidel, coordinator for the 
handicapped student services. 
"We're working on a lot of the 
little stuff," Crow-Seidel said, 
while University officials wait for 
the state legislature to -vote on a 
proposed $3 million package to 
make the system's campuses 
barrier-free for the increasing · 
number of handicapped students 
and personnel. 
Although many University 
buildings, such as the MUB, the 
Library, and several classroom 
halls, are crowded with obstacles 
for those in wheelchairs or on 
crutches, there is no state or federal 
action pending against the 
University, according to 
Chancellor Bruce Poulton. 
He said neither government has 
filed any action despite the set 
f_ompliance date of ,June 3, 1980, 
News Briefs 
Ballots _available 
Absentee ballot forms for the New Hampshire State Primary 
are available to all students at the MUB information booth. 
The forms must be submitted to the Durham Town offices 
before 5 p.rn.". Monday, Sept. 8 for the primary on Tuesday, 
Sept. 9.-
Road race scheduled 
A 10,000 meter road race will be held Sept. 6 at 11 a.m. in 
conjunction with the Lee Country Fair. The four categories of 
runners include open, 18 and under, Masters and first Lee 
finisher. 
Prizes will be given in each category and the first 35 entered 
runners will receive T-shirts. 
Race day registration will be from 9:30 to 10:45 at the Mast 
Way School parking lot on Route 155 in Lee. Entry blanks are 
also available at the Lee Town Offices, the Lee Hill Village 
Store on Rte. 155, Putnam's in Portsmouth, and other 
locations. ' 
For further information call Pat Gary or Rich Gordon at 659- i 
3248. · 
Fire alarm pulled 
At 2: 13 yesterday morning a maliscious false fire alarm was 
p~lled at Chris!ense1;1 Hall, an act which constitutes a felony. 
S1x-hundred-th1rty-s1x students evacuated the building and one 
female resident sustained a minor wrist injury as a result of the 
Course for women 
"Women in Transition," a non-credit course will be offered 
from Sept. 16 - Nov. 4 through the Division of Continuine 
Education. 
The course will meet Tuesdays 9 a.m. to noon and will cover 
self-esteem, communication, assertiveness, decision-making 
and career choices. Students may opt also to take a career-
vocational interest test. 
The instructor, Nancy Webb, M.Ed., a counselor at Outreach 
Counseling Services in Durham, has taught the course here for 
four years. . 
For further information write the Division of Continuing 
Education, Verrette House, 6 Garrison Ave., Durham, N .H. 
03824 or call 862-2015. 
for barrier-free campuses, because 
"there is more than enough 
evidence we want to comply," 
Poulton said. 
"Theoretically, the handicapped 
students and personnel could sue 
the University," Crow-Seidel said, 
"or the government could 
withhold federal funds. But we are 
showing good faith in making the 
improvements we can with the 
funds we have available." 
The Physical Plant Operation 
and Maintenance (PPO&M) 
Department funded the 
improvements in Hood House, 
·, Williamson, James and dHunter. 
It cost about $5,000 to widen the 
hallways and modify the bathroom 
for a handicapped resident living 
on the first floor in Williamson's A 
Tower. 
At James and Hunter Halls 
minor remodeling was done on the 
first floors, said Facilities Planner 
Skip DeVito. 
Expected within the next few 
weeks, Crow-Seidel said, are an 
Handicapped, page 6 
Tempora y an 1capped, ucy ernar m says 
anyone could get around this place in a wheelchair." 
Law sll.it and strikes 
a·ff ect · Seabrook work 
By Einar Sunde 
The strike by New Hampshire's 
Iron workers and a civil suit agianst 
two anti-nuclear groups resulted in 
a quiet summer on the 200 acre 
construction site of the Seabrook 
Nuclear Power Plant. 
According to Gordon 
McKenney spokesman for the 
Public Service Company, the 
strike by 350 Ironworkers, which 
began last June, has forced the 
company to layoff an additional 
550 workers. 
"Some work can't continue until 
the Iron workers go back to work," 
McKenny said. 
Meanwhile, the Clamshell 
Alliance and the Coalition for 
Direct Action at Seabrook, two 
anti-nuclear organizations, wer£ 
named in a suit filed by U.S . , 
Senatorial candidate John 
Sununu. 
Sununu charged that the 
Clamshell Alliance and the 
coalition should be held 
responsible for the costs incurred 
by the state in defending the plant 
at the' May 24 demonstration. 
Sununu estimated the police costs 
at $200,000. 
The two groups were declared in 
default when no representatives 
appeared at the Aug. 5 trial. While 
no . charges. h~v~ been brought 
agamst any md1v1duals, McKenny 
believes the suit to be the reason 
there have been no demonstrations 
this summer. 
"I think (the suit) has kept them 
underground," McKenny said. 
Fire Department gets 
!orig-awaited truck 
· The · Seacoast Anti-Pollution 
League, another group opposed to 
the construction of Seabrook has 
made public the fact 'that th;re is 
no emergency evacuation plan for 
the Seabrook area. 
Robert Backus, the Lawyer for 
the League, claims that a decision 
on the evacuation plan by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commis•sion 
is long overdue. 
By Debbie Lukacsko 
The Durham/ UNH Fire 
Department last week received the 
new aerial ladder truck that they 
have been fighting to obtain since 
last June. 
The new truck, which has a 140 
foot ladder, will replace the 75 foot 
ladder truck that the department 
has been using for the past 29 
years. 
"We have been operating with 
no aerial ladder truck,since June of 
'79," said Chief Jonathan 
Greenawalt, of the Durham/ UNH 
Fire Department. "The other truck 
went in for repairs at that time and 
it was fond that the repairs would 
cost more than the vehicle was 
worth. The truck was at the age to 
be replaced anyway." · 
The new truck cost an estimated 
$140,000. "The money was raised 
after an emergency town meeting 
was called last September," said 
Greenawalt. "The money was 
bonded through the town. The 
University paid two-thirds of the 
bonding with the town paying 
one." 
The new laddet truck is operable 
but is not fully equipped. 
"The truck still needs some 
equipment to be attached to it, but 
it is operable and will be used in the 
event that it is needed," said 
Greenawalt." 
The new firetruck will be used 
for · all structure fires.It has more 
horizontal reach which is good 
with snow, structures located on 
hills and allows access to roof 
areas. This will allow for easier and 
safer means of ventilations, access 
and rescures, and for water 
streaming. 
The new truck, which has not 
been used yet, is being stored in 
two empty banks located in the 
ROTC building, because the 
present firehouse is not high 
enough to accommodate the truck. 
"It's an inconvenience to store 
the trucks there," said Greenawalt. 
"We have to go around to the back 
of the building,. uploclc- two 
doors,then throw open another 
heavy door with a stick because of 
the weight of that door. The trucks 
ju~t fit ~n there; we have to pull the 
mirror m on the ladder truck now." 
I •",t.,r. natie 4 
"If the NRC doesn't require the 
Public Service Company to come 
up with an evacuation plan, we're 
. . OJ;Jrham Firemen . test out the ne"!_ ladder _ truck acquired this Fall. 
(JoQathan Blake photo) 
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T--Hall lilacs 
will bloom again 
By Carla A. Geraci 
Bulldozers, dirt and dust have 
been the feature attraction behind 
T-Hall for UNH students 
returning to campus. 
But all the construction is for a 
good cause, the renovation of what 
few people know as the Professor 
R. Jesse Hepler arboretum. 
The work is being carried out 
under the direction of George 
Pellettieri former UNH landscape 
architect and with the support and 
advice of Dr. Owen Rogers, 
chairman of the U niverisities Plant 
Science department and president 
of the international lilac society. 
Rogers, who insists that there 
must be a "purpose" for each plant 
on campus, explains that the new 
arboretum wqill be a "working · 
collectiort". There will be 
representatives of all varieties of 
lilacs with specail focus on the 
"newest and best" varieties. 
PAGE THREE 
In 1941 Professor Hepler 
planted a variety of lilacs in the 
area. Years later, University 
trustees decided to honor him by 
naming the area for him. Yet it was 
a dubious honor, for all the labels 
of the lilacs had been lost and the 
area was becoming overrun with 
bushes and shrubs; since there was 
not enough money to care for it 
properly. · 
Rogers stresses that this will be 
an educational display in which 
peole will be able to some and 
inquire about various types of 
lilacs and be shown a lilac variety 
that suits their needs. 
Draft counselor Lydia Willits (far right) and Mary Gale Anderson answer a student's question. 
(Ned Finkel photo) 
Now as part of the UNH ravine 
restoration project the arboretum 
is being rebuilt. A $15,000 grant 
from the Paula Markus 
Foundation will help establish the 
Hepler arboretum as one of the top 
five lilac collections in the country 
and very possibly as one of the top 
ten in the world. 
Dr. Rogers anticipates that the 
collection will show a progression 
of bloom from May to July and 
that the new state flower collection 
will be mote easily accessible to 
She aids future draftees 
Lilacs, page 5 
By Greg Flemming 
Not only were young men 
uninformed of their legal rights 
when they registered this summer, 
but they may be drafted by next 
spring. 
That is what Lydia Willitz, of 
Durham, told some 25 Alexander 
Hall residents Wednesday night as 
a part of her quest to inform local 
men about registration and the 
draft, and existing alternatives. 
A draft counselor in the UNH 
area since 1965, Willitz is 
convinced that a draft will be 
instituted in the US, regardless of 
Search for deans 
goes on and on 
The By Lorraine Townes 
University hopes to fill five 
vacancies in top-level 
administration within the next 
year. 
Workmen remove e remams of trees 
The positions of Dean of Liberal 
Arts, Dean of the College of 
Engineering and Physical Science, 
Dean of the Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics, and Vice 
President of Student Affairs/ Dean 
of Students remain open. 
Associate Dean of Liberal Arts 
James Smith has been interim 
dean since the resignation of Allan 
Thompson Hall. (Barbie Walsh photo) 
. Cheney has plans Spitz in March. A committee, headed by Arthur Borrar, began a 
search for a new dean in May. 
f h 
According to Borrar ,the . or new o~si•ng· position has been advertised three 
times in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. The application 
million worth of housing to deadllne is September 15. He said Walter Cheney, a Newmarket 
developer, has proposed building a 
123-unit housing and condo 
minium complex on 109 acres of 
land off Canney and Bagdad 
Roads, near the Oyster River High 
School. 
The buildings will be heated by 
passive solar heating, said Carol 
Hollis, a designer for the Cheney 
Co. Hollis has worked on other 
solar buildings built by the Cheney 
Company. 
The IO-year project, which, 
according to Hollis, is still "a 
concept," will consist of 27 and 73 
condominiums ranging in cost 
from $60,000 to $100,000. All 
totaled, the plan could provide$10. 
Durham. the committee hopes to have a 
The land is already zoned for small group of finalists on campus 
· f ·1 in the fall, and make an 
condominum or smgle amt Y announcement of their recom-
housing construction, said Alden 
Winn, a member of Durham's mendation by the turn of the year. 
Planning Board and Board of Applicants for the position must 
Selectmen. He said zoning have an earned doctorate in one of 
regulatio.ns would have to be the disciplines represented by the 
changed to allow apartment c O 11 e g e and demonstrate 
buildings to be built. excellence in teaching and 
The buildings are not i ntended · adminiStration, Borrar said. 
to house students, Hollis said. The He said about 50 applications 
Cheney Co. now owns several have . bee~. received by t_he 
apartment buildings occupied by c_ommittee. W~ should have a fme 
students, including the Pulaski . field .. of candidates to choose 
Drive ap_artments in Newmarket from, ~e noted. , 
Uhe~ey, page 9 
Chemistry professor Alexander 
Amell was appointed interim dean 
of the College of Engineering and 
Physica~ Science: following the 
resignation of Richard Davis in 
May. A search committee was 
app<?inted at the end of July, with 
David Meeker chairman. 
Meeker said the committee has 
met twice, and placed an 
advertisement in the Chronicle .ot 
Higher Education. The ad calls for 
a "strong leader", he said. 
The application deadline is 
November 15. 
Charles Warden resigned as 
Dean of WSBE in February. 
Associate Dean Dwight Ladd was 
appointed interim dean soon after, 
and a search committee was 
formed in April. 
Stephen Fink, chairman of the 
committee said they have received 
27 applications for the position, 
and expect a few more to come in 
by the September 30 deadline. 
He said they have narrowed the 
field to about 15 applicants who 
"look qualified on paper". 
They hope to invite five of six 
finalists on campus near the end of 
October, make their recommend-
ation by December I and have a 
new dean by July, 1981. _ 
The committee is looking for 
some.one who is "an accomplished 
scholar, with a Ph.D. in one of the 
fields in the college, plus four to 
five years experience in 
administration, .. Fink said. 
The position of Dean of · 
Students was vacated in January, 
1978, upon the resignation'of Jane 
Dea~s, page 6 
the outcome of the upcomming 
presidential election, because of a 
combination of increased pressure 
from the "far right", and pressure 
from Senator Sam Nunn, a leading 
advocate of the draft. 
Willitz was one of five 
volunteers· for the Central 
Committee .for Conscientious 
Objectors (CCCO) who stayed in 
local Post Offices during the two 
weeks of registration this summer, 
to talk with young men and inform 
· them of their rights. 
"The selective service system 
doesn't tell registrants what their 
rights are, and that's why I'm 
here, .. she told the group. Students 
who attended the discussion asked 
questions concerning how 
induction into the military could 
be avoided, both legally and 
illegally. · 
Willitz said that if a registrant 
was a son or brother of someone 
killed in active duty, if he was 
physically disabled, or if he could 
prove hardship, then he was 
exempt from the draft. The other 
. possibility would be to file as a 
conscientious objector, but this 
could only be done after induction . 
False teeth and contact lenses 
are included in the list of physical 
disabilities, she noted. 
Willitz opposes women 
registering for the draft as a 
symbol of their equal rights, 
because when they get into the 
military, she said, they"totally lose 
their equal rights ... 
Willitz is located in the MUB at 
a table set up across from the ticket 
-office from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. every 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday to counsel young men 
about registration and the draft. 
Presently she is working with 
approximately 15 such men, 
several of whom are in the military. 
All of her work is voluntary, 
though she charges for certain 
literature. 
She was invited to speak at 
Alexander Hall, and spoke at 
several other residence halls last 
year. 
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Notices 
GENERAL 
RETURNiNG STUDENT LUNCHTIME 
SERIES: A series of informal workshops and 
presentations on issues of interest to 
nontraditional students will be held from 12:30-2 
p.m. in the Sullivan Room of the Memorial Union 
on the following Tuesdays: September 23; October 
7 and 21: November 4 and l8: and December 9. 
Watch Campus Calendar for specific topics to 
presented on those dates. For further information 
apou( other returnin_g student _programs, call 
Cynthia Sitar at (86 )2-2090, Counseling and 
Testing Center. 
A meeting will be held on Wed. Se_pt. 10at8 PM in 
the Hillsboro Rm. of the MUB for all men 
interested in auditioning for the New Hampshire 
Gentlemen, a men's singing group at UNH. 
All are welcome. 
DURHAM WOMEN FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION: Are you a low-income older 
and/ or non-conventional woman who wa'nts to 
returJ?. to school? Are you already in school and 
want information and support, or need to talk with 
other women in a similar situation? Call 862-2351 
or 862-2698, or come over to our drop-in centFr 
behind the Xari-Van office on Incinerator Road m 
Durham. 
REUGION 
CHURC~ OF ST. THOMAS MORE: CORE 
Group will -meet Monday, September 8 at 8:30 
p.m. at Church of St. Thomas More, Catholic 
Student Center. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATRIONS 
STUDENT SENATE MEETING: The Student 
Senate will meet' every Sunday evening beginning 
September 7 in McConnell 212 at 6 p.m. Meetings 
are open to the public. All elected senators and 
interested _pe<>ple should attend. 
THE UNH BAHA'I COLLIGE CLUB: Watch 
campus Qublications for details about the Baha'i 
Faith. They sponsor films, lectures, and 
discussions to provide information about the 
Baha'i Faith. For more information, write to the 
club, c/ o Student Activities Office, Memorial 
Union. 
OMICRON DELTA EPSILON: Ameetingforthe 
Economics Honors Society eill be held for present 
and prospective members on Tuesday, September 
9 from 12:30-2__p.m.1 }n McConnell 216. TOSNOM ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: 
The Organization for the Study on the Nature of 
Man will hold an organizational meeting on 
Monday,September 8 in the Grafton room of the 
MUB at 8 p.m. 
ACADEMIC -
COMPUTER SERVICES OFFERINGS: The 
following free, non-credit computer courses will 
offered in September. For registration of 
information on any of the courses listed below, 
please call 862-3527 
lnter~sted in improving your spoken French and in 
meeting other people who speak French? Come to 
the French Coffee Hour every Wed. (beginning 
Sept. IO) from 3-4 in 102 Murldland ltall. 
T R A D 0 N A L 
E R E S 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
CONCERTS FIVE THROUGH NINE· FEATURE 
VIC DICKENSON AND DOC CHEATHAM SEPTEMBER 15 
MAGNOLIA JAZZ BAND OCTOBER 27 
JIMMY MAZZY SINGS DECEMBER 1 
DICK WELLSTOOD ALONE JANUARY 26 
YANKEE RHYTHM KINGS APRIL 13 
RESERVATIONS PHONE (603) 862-2290 SINGLE TICKETS $3.50 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR SEASON TICKETS $15.00 BY MAIL 
STUDENTS $i50 
Presented by MUSO ALL EVENTS MONDAY AT 8 :00 P.M. 
STRAFFORD ROOM 
MEMORIAL UNION 
FREE BROCHURE DURHAM , NEW HAMPSHIRE 
PIANO 
LESSONS 
Member Nati.onal Guild Piano 
Teachers. Former pupil of Paul 
Shilhawsky at Mozarteum in 
Salzburg, Austria. Lessons at 
two pianos. 
For interview call: 742-5919 
Raymond Desjardins 
2 Freeman Court 
Dover, N.H. 03820 
AMERICAN I 




UNH turns in 
hoof for foot 
By Robinson J. Terrill 
Patrolwoman Pat Hanson~ 
Durham's sole mounted police 
officer, will patrol the UNH 
campus by foot instead of by koof 
this year because the .University 
can no longer fund the program 
and maintain her horse, Shiloh. 
The project, which began two 
years ago as an experimental 
attempt to conserve energy, was 
funded by the Alumni association 
and supplemented by th! 
university budget. 
The police department applied 
for funding to the university again 
this year, but because the mounted 
policewoman was a temporary 
proj~Gt, it was disbanded in the 
overall budget cut: --
Shiloh, officer Hanson's horse, 
cost approximately $1,500 to keep 
for two years, including the cost of 
her room, board and maintenance 
at the University stables. 
comparitively, police estimated 
the cost of maintaining ·one of the 
department's two patrol cars for a 
year at about $6,000. 
"We're really disappointed and 
upset that we have to sell the horse 
and disband the program," said 
Lieutenant Paul ross. "We worked 
so hard to get the program started 
that it would be almost an 
impossibility to try agian to get it 
to work. agian." 
Officer Hanson patroled the 
campus on horseback when she 
was on her day shift and on foot 
during her afternoon shift. but 
over the last two years, officers . 
made an effort to switch shifts with 
her so she could have the day shift 
as often as possible. 
' Lieutenant Ross noted that in 
addition to being l~~-s _expensive_ 
For the 
than a patrol car, an officer on 
horseback can cruise _ where a 
patrol car cannot go, such as on 
· 1a wns and in the woods and 
because a mounted officer is ~bout 
nine feet above ground level he 
can see into first floor windo~s. 
"Also, the public relations 
tnvolved is a big plus," he added. 
A person can walk up, pat the 
horse and talk to the o(ficer and get 
to know him rather than just see 
him in a patrol car." · 
He also said that horses can 
detect things that people cannot 
and noted several instances when 
horses have been able to sense out 
lost children. 
Officer Hanson was saddened at 
the loss of the horse. "It was · a 
worthwhile project as seen through 
my frequent polls and 
questionaires of both students and 
faculty," she said. 
Shiloh is due to be sold back to 
its original owner this week. 
Ladder 
trllck 
"We also have a problem with 
the grounds crew and people from 
PPO&M who park in front of the 
door," he added. "We had to have 
several cars removed already." 
"I'm glad that the truck has 
arrived," said Greenawalt. "We've 
-relyed · on the Dover Fire 
Department we'll be abvle to have 
the engine there in a shorter length 
of time_."_ 
Students! Staff! Faculty! Ad~inistrators! 
Late Night Munchies 
What has Leo Lessard done for you? 
Lessard sponsored the Student Trustee Bill -so 
students c~n elect their own student trustee. 
Les~rd has fought to maintain high quality 
educa~1on at UNH bu _supporting increased funding of 
staff and faculty salaries. · 
Lessard has helped to hold down tuition increases by 
promoting a fair share of ~tate funding for UNH. 
Lessard has defended the autonomy of the UNH 
administration by keeping the State out of day-to-day 
operations at UNH. 
~,~sard has worked hard to keep an education at 
UN. · . . ffordable by making $7,600~000 in grants -and 
loans available to New Hampshire students. 
September 9th, Democratic Primary 
. _ Donna Mc~dam, Fiscal Agent 
Weare 
Open Until 2:00 AM 
29MainSt. 
Durham 
(across from. the Durham Post Office) 
-868-5151 
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Power 
continued from page 1 
students are away. . 
The exchange of transformers 
will take at least four days and cost 
approximately $45,000. 
Sanders stressed the need for 
students energy conservaation in 
the next few months and 
emphasized that the exchange 
would have to take place before 
Thanksgiving break if the student 
use of electricity excedded the 
capacity of the temporary 
transformer. 
"We're not going to lock up the 
dorm and throwawaythedey,"he 
said, "but I do think it's important 
. to stress the need for voluntary 
conservation on the part of the 
students." 
Lilacs 
viewers since the planting will be 
done in separate Beds covered with 
mulch and surrounded by smooth . 
lawns. 
Although Dr. Roger·s hopes to 
plant at least 50 varieties by the end 
, of this fall he explained that it will 
be several years before planting 
will be at its full potential which_ 
will have expanded to reach behing 
Hood House. · · 
The reason for the delay is of 
funding. The project is currently 
seeking contributions from the 
University as well as organizations 
such as the international Lilac 
society and The federation of 
garden club of New Hampshire. 
Although funding is tight, 
Rogers is optimistic that the 
project will eventually be 
completed and that the R.Jesse 
Hepler Lilac Arboretum will be an 
educational as well as aesthetic 





WITH DESIGN ER 
FRAMES 
Select from hundreds of frames for men, women 
and children. Designers ·such as Givenchy, Oscar 
de La Renta, Pierre Cardin, Playboy, Gloria 
Vanderbilt, Geoffrey Beane, Bruce Jenner, 
Carrera, many more! 
At Lunette Optique we believe the price some peo-
ple pay for eyewear is too high. Before you. fill 
your prescription elsewhere, compare and see us 
for the lowest prices, largest frame selection and 
the fastest service in the area. 
*Includes single vi's ion cleor glass or plastic 
lenses, bifocals, tints, oversize· and ,, stronger 
prescriptions slig~tly extra. 
llllNETTE EPTIQ,llE 
LICENSEiJ ,OPTJCIA.NS 
466 CENTRAL AVE., 
UPPERSQUARE,DOYER 
749-2094 ~ . 
20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZEN_S 




FOR DANCING AND 
LISTENING ..... 
MONDAY THAU SATURDAY 
8:30 P.M. UNTIL CLOSING 
NOW THAU SEPTEMBER 27 
Wildwood 
ot the new england center 
lounge 
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campus calendar 
FRIDAY, September 5 
MOTAR BOARD USED BOOK SALE: Senate Room, 
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.- 7:30 p.m. The sale will 
continue through Tuesday, September 9 (closed 
weekends). 
MUB PUB: Featuring "The Krueger Band," rock and 
roll, 8 p.m. Open to all; 50¢ cover charge. 
SATURDAY, September 6 
MEN'S FOOTBALL: Connecticut, Cowell Stadium, 1:30 
p.m. Season tickets or $3.50 general admission; 
reserved seats $5.50. 
MUB PUB: Featuring "The Krueger Band," rock and 
roll, 8P .M. Open to all; 50¢ cover charge. 
SUNDAY, September 7 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Opening reception 
for "The White Mountains--Place and Perceptions." 
Reception .w~ll he held from 3-5 p.m .. in .the Galleries, 
Paul Creallve Arts Center. Regular gallery hours after 
-that are: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday 
and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays and University 
holidays. Exhibit continues through · October 29. 
MUSO FILM SERIES:Marx Brothers Night, with "Duck 
Soup" · and "Monkey Business." Special half-price 
admission to all who dress like the Marx Brothers! 
Regular admission $1 or MUSO Filni Pass. Strafford 
Room, Memorial Union,· 7 and l0 _p.m. 
MUB PUB: Featuring Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. 
Open to all, 50¢ cover charge. · 
MONDAY, September 8 
GRADUATE STUDENT , REGISTRATION: 
Hiltsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 8:45-
11:45 a.m., and 1: 15-4 p.m. Part-time and evening-only 
graduate students register in the Registrar's Office, 
Thompson Hall, 5-7 p.m. Evening hours continue 
through Thursday, September 11. 
MOTAR BOARD USED BOOK SALE: Senate Room, 
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-7:30 p.m. 
FRESHMAN PICNIC: President Handler will greet 
freshmen on the President's Lawn, Main Street, 4:30-
6:30 p.m. Special tickets for the picnic will he issued to 
all freshmen .when they pick up their dining ID cards. 
Commuters may purchase tickets at Pettee House after 
registration. 
TUESDAY, Se_ptemher 9 
N.H. PRIMARY. 
MUB MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION: Choose from 
1 7 craft and leisure-time courses. Registration takes 
place in the Offrce of Student Activities, Room 126, 
Memorial Union, from 9 a.m.-12-noon, and 1-4 p.m. 
Continues through Thursday, September 11! Sponsored 
by the Office of Student Activities. 
MOT~R BOARD USED BOOK SALE: Senate Room, 
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-7: 30 p.m. LAST DAY. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Greek Way," 
Charles H. Leighton AMLL (Spanish). James Hall, 
Room 303, from ll .a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
RECEPTION FOR PRESIDENT HANDLER AND DR. 
EUGENE HANLER: A reception to welcome President 
Handler and her husband, Dr. Eugene Handler, and to 
introduce them to the University community. University 
Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 4-6 p.m. A,ll 
faculty, staff, and students invited. 
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-
time and evening-only graduate students. Regi~trar's 
Office, Thompson Hall, 5-7 p.m. .· 
" , N.H. OUTING CLUB--OPENING MEETING: Featuring 
displays and presentations. Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. · 
/ 
The New · Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi~ · 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NI:I 03824. Business 
office hours:Tuzsday and Thursday l-3PM, Wednesci~y and friday 9AM-
2PM. Academic y .. ear subs~ription: $9.00. Third cla:.;s postage paid at 
Durham, NH 03824: Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The 
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a 
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: 
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room 151 MUB, UNH, 
Durham, .NH 03824. 11 ,002 c~~ies per i~S,!l~ pi:,iQted at C.Durier P.ublishi.ng: _ 
1 , Co:.;Rocliester, l'oiH;.· .. ·.- - ~ - •• ~, , •~a·· • · ~ · · -
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Wolff 
unacceptable." 
"Those people are entitled to 
their opinion," Wolff said. "I 
personally do not believe that my 
political beliefs will have any 
bearing on the professionalism I 
intend to bring to my job." 
continued from page_ one 
lawlessness." 
_ Wolff's supervisor, director of 
University Communications 
Emily Smith, said she wasn't 
surprised by the Union-Leader's 
reaction to Wolff's appointment. 
Wolff said also that she was not 
surprised by the Union-Leader's 
reaction. 
"The Manchester Union-Leader 
views this as news and they chose 
to treat it as such," Smith said. 
"Anybody who's read the 
Manchester Union-Leader and 
was surprised by the story doesn't 
know the Union-Leader,"shesaid. . "I've worked with Cathy for over a 
year, and she is an extraordinary 
productive and outstanding 
person. We're very lucky to have 
her working for us, and we're very 
glad to have her." 
Wolff was an honors graduate of 
the University of Missouri School 
of Journalism in 1970 and 
immediately began working as a 
reporter for the Wilmington, Del. 
News-Journal. In the spring of 
1973, she was hired by the Chicago 
bureau of the Associated Press. 
Savage was in Pennsylvania and 
could not be reached for comment. 
The Union-Leader also ran a 
news story about Wolff's 
appointment, which quoted 
heavily from former Gov. Meldrim 
Thommson, who is seeking 
election as governor, and Marshall 
Cobleigh, a candidate for 
Congress and a former N.H. 
House Speaker, and an aide for 
five ·years for then-Gov. Meldrim 
Thomson. 
"One of my favorite jobs was to 
edit international news, which then 
was sent out by Chicago," Wolff 
said. "I really liked working for the 
wire services. They're the most 
powerful news organization in the 
world. I was there until December 
or 1974, when I volunteered to 
come to Concord. I was getting 
tired of working in the city. I loved 
New Hampshire when I saw it." · Thomson was quoted as saying 
that a reaction to the Wolff's 
appointment may be a reduction in 
state aid to the University. 
Cobleigh was quoted as saying that 
Wolff's appointment was "totally 
When Wolff was working in 
Concord, she met members of the 
Clamshell Alliance. She left the 
AF in May of 1976, and after 
spending some time traveling, 
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Sept. 9 All the President's Men (120 min.) 
10 The Longest Day (120 min.) 
16 American Family-Who Cares? /Blaz-
ing Saddles 
17 Fun With Dick and Jane (120 min.) 
23 The Omen (120 min.) 
24 Butch Cassidy and the Sund~nce Kid 
(120 min.) 
30 Patton (180 min.) 
Oct. 1 Camping Show/Dionne ·warwick Live 
(90 min.) 
7 Dirty Harry (100 min.) 
8 Looking For Mr. Goodbar (150 min.) 
14 Alcohol-·Drug of Choice (60 min.) 
15 The Making of a Quarterback (70 min.) 
21 Heaven Can Wait (100 min.) 
22 Papillon (150 min.) 
28 Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry (90 min.) 
29 The Transplant Experience (60 min.) 
Nov. Drugs That Affect the Mind/Daryl Hall 
and John Oates Concert (90 min.) -
5 Cry Wo1f (60 min.) 
11 Child Abuse/Society's Child (60 min.) 
12 The Graduate (120 min.) 
18 The Godfather Part 1 (180 min.) 
19 The Godfather Part 2 (190 min.) 
25 Shock Trauma (90 min.) 
26 No Program-Thanksgiv~ng Holiday 
Dec. 2 Tora! Toral Tora! (140 min.) 
3 World War II-The Pacific Theatre (60 
min.) 
9 Winter Odyssey 
10 The Inventory/Super Skiers (105 min.) 
16 Vanishing Point (120 min.) 
17 - The Driver (120 min.) 
All programs shown on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings, beginning at 
9:00 p.m. in the Seacoast Lounge next 
to the Information Desk of the MUB. 
Catch our advertisements in The New 
Hampshire newspaper. 
Of _course, it's all free! 
freelance writing and teaching a 
course at New England College; 
she decided to help the Clamshell 
Alliance in media relations. 
She worked for the Clamshell 
for a year and a half, and was 
arrested in 1977 at a demonstra 
tion at the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant site. The charges 
against her and more than a 
thousand other demonstrators 
were later dropped. 
Wolff began working at the 
University during the spring of 
1979, and worked for the College 
of Engineering and Phy,sical 
Sciences. 
"I helped them with publications · 
and brochures," Wolff said. "The 
energy work they do there is 
fascinating." 
Wolff also edited and layed out 
Parenthesis, a publication for the 
p~rents of University students. 
"My father's a professional 
public rel~tions man," Wolff said. 
"I grew up with a sense of what 
public relations is. I was one of the 
few reporters at the AP who 
respected public relations people. 
As far as I am concerned, public 
relations serves an important 
purpose." 
As the news editor of the 
University News bureau, Wolff 
hopes to expand the news bureau 
and its function. 
"One thing I'd like to do is to 
work with radio, which hasn't been 
done much here," Wolff said. "I 
also hope to have a long range 
news strategy for the University." 
. "My job is to help UNH be 
represente~" she said, "and to help 
reporters from other papers, 
including those from · the 
Manchester Union-Leader-." 
·Handicapped 
'continued from page 2 
installation of a · lift outside 
· Huddleston Dining Hall and a van 
to be used for transporting the 
handicapped to and · from 
classrooms. 
An estimated $1,500 will . be 
pooled from PPO&M funds and 
• dining services monies to build the 
elevator outside_of Huddleston for 
the approximately dozen on-
campus handicapped students. 
"We're going to try the outside 
lift there to see how it withstand( 
the climate," Crow-Seidel said. 
"Each - handicapped--stude_p.t will 
have their own key." 
Another$16,000 will be spent on 
a van with a hydraulic lift to be 
used for transporting students. 
Crow~Seidel said work-study 




• A full service travel agency 
The semester has Just started but now is 
the · time to start planning for the 
holidays. So come in and make your 
reservations ~arly at R-W Travel! . 
CONVENIANTLY LOC~TED AT 
DURHAM SHOPPING CENTER 
MILL RoAnJ.puRHAM ., ... o 
PLENTY OF PARKING 
The Red Carpet 
Flower &-Gift Shop 
The · Red Carpet Flower 
& Gift Shop would like 
to announce its new 
location on Main Street. 
We have a huge selection of mugs, 
bedspreads, candles, other gift items and 





And a ramp at the MUB should . 
be built within the next few months 
using a combination of University 
funds, Crow-Seidel said. 
Volunteers will be _needed to 
take carbon copies of their notes 
for .a handir ... llped classmate or to 
push a wh1 / Li.air from one class 
to another, ~'.:.:pecially in inclement 
weather, Crow-Seidel said. 
~ "We have a moral committment 
to make the campus accessible to 
the handicapped," Chancellor 
Poulton said. 
Crow-Seidel said overall 
"UN H's bad reputation · with the 
handicapped has taken a big 
turnaround for the better in the 
past two years." 
·Deans 
continued from page ~ 
) 
Newman. In September, 1978, 
after a search committee failed to 
find an acceptable candidate for 
the position, President Eugene 
Mills accepted a recommendation 
that the Dean of Students' 
responsibilities be taken over by 
Vice President of Student Affairs, 
Richard Stevens. 
The purpose of this move, 
Stevens said, was to "reassess the 
position," redefine it, and 
determine the exact relationship 
between the Dean of Students 
Office and the Vice President of 
Student Affairs. 
Stevens effectively resigned in 
April, going on a leave of absence 
from which he does not intend to 
return. Director of Student 
Activities Gregg Sanborn was 
asked to assume Stevens' duties as 
dean and vice president . 
"Dr. (Evelyn) Handler asked if I 
would serve through June 31, 
1981," Sanborn said. "She's going 
to want to look at the whole 
organizational structure and make 
decisions as to how it will work and 
serve the best interests of students 
and the University.", 
He said the vice president would 
probably be the primary 
administrator, and the dean of 
students would report to him. 
Handler was unavailable for · 
comment. 
There is no search for a new 
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Organizational Meeting 
Thurs. Sept. II 
6-8:00 PM 






Grands, uprights, consoles. 
Old pianos custom rebuilt, 




2 Freeman Court 
Dover, N.H .. 
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Dorms 
continued ttom page 2 
things,"'Robillard said, "like the 
fact that there's no ramp in front of 
· Hunter. The ramp is in the works. 
It could be in tomorrow and it 
could be two weeks from now." 
William Knight, who is confined 
to a wheelchair, moved into 
Hunter Hall Tuesday night. The 
28-year old Political Science major 
has been a quadrapelegic for four 
years. He transferred to UNH 
during the summer, took on 
political science course and lived in 
a Forest Park apartment. 
"I tried to acquire housing in 
Forest Park again for the semester 
but someone already had the 
apartment," Knight explained. 
"They have excellent facilities. 
They had moved whole walls when 
I lived there so I could move easily 
from room to room, and they had 
roll under stoves." 
Knight also pinpointed some of 
the "little things" he has had to deal 
with that a non-handicapped 
person might take for granted. 
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Knight also said that in Conant 
Hall, while the bathrooms are 
accessible to the handicapped, the 
· building itself is not. And in 
Horton Hall, the buttons in the 
elevator are too high for him to · 
reach and though he can open the 
bathroom doors to get in, he 
cannot open them again to get out. 
Both Knight and Crow-Seidel 
agreed that a major problem on the 
University is transportation for the 
handicapped. 
"There's going to have to be 
better transportation," he said. 
"The Kari-Van wass supposed to 
get a van but ZI don't think they 
have one yet." 
"Now transportation is done on 
an individual basis," Crow-Seidel 
explained. "The students are 
picked up in a Kari-Van and ~ust 
be lifted into the bus by the driver. 
It's not the best SJStem to say the 
least." 
"Without assistance, there's no 
·way I could live _here very lo~g," ~e 
said. "In the wmter, I'd be m big 
trouble." -
Knight did stress that the 
Resident Assistants and the other 
Hunter Hall residents have been of 
great help to him. 
"It's an education process for 
them as well as me," he said. "I 
think it's important not to isolate 
yourself with your injury. I think 
it's (Hunter Hall) a real good 
atmosphere for socialization." · 
ATO closed-
continued from page one 
attempts at reorganization on the 
corporations part which included 
various clean up projects and 
meetings. 
"They thought it was a big joke. I 
traveled 300 miles on St. Patricks 
Day to help them, and found that 
drinking down at the local bars 
was more important than saving 
the organization," he said. 
Jim McMann, a former house 
member blames the National 
Fraternity for mismanagement of 
the house along with scant funding 
for maintenance. 
"They have no money in the 
bank because they can't secure the 
mortgage." he said. 
McMann stressed that the house · 
was not closed because of 
perversion or filth, but because of 
the failure · of the National 
Fraternity to fund any upkeep. 
Kearns admitted some 
neglicience on -the board's part. 
· We haven't invested as much as 
possible," he said. 
We are negotiating with the 
bank to get the mortgage, and then 
we can start work on the house, 
hopefully in February," he said. 
Because the National Fraternity 
voluntarily withdrew its' charter 
the University has given clearnace 
for A TO to recolonize anytime. 
According to Dudley this. 
process will begin when "all 
undergraduate brothers have 
graduated." 
McMann stated that once the 
·HELP? 
Join the artists 
& paint our 
) ; J ... 
'\. ' I • I ; -
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brothers realized the futility of the 
situation the morale worsened 
accordingly. . . 
Kearns said the alumm board is 
"negotiating with a number of 
different parties" (including the 
university) for leasing of the house. 
Greg Sanborn, Yice Presi_dent_of 
Student Affairs said the University 
has "drafted a lease agreeement 
which has been forwarded to the 
fraternity corporation for 
consideration." 
Sanborn said · the matter is 
purely up to the ATO corporati~n 
as to leasing the house. He said 
that "no figures have been 
discussed," but that "the house 
would have to be operated on a 
break even basis" in accordance 
with room and board tuitions. 
Sanborn said the University 
should receive word frotn the A TO 
corporation by o:iid-October. 
AT 
THE 
"In the bathrooms, the mirrors 
are all above my head so today I 
had to shave without seeing 
myself," he said. "And there's no 
shower curtain in the shower. I 
have easy access to get into the 
bathroom because the doors push 
in. But once I'm inside, I can't get 
out. So, I'm stuck in the bathroom 
unless someone comes in." 
Uppercut will be offering 
workshops in what to 
do with long hair - braiding 





Knight noted the same problem 
with his dorm room door and 
explained that the University 
changed his room lock from a 
combination to one he could use. 
Most of the problems Knight . 
pointed out are in other areas of 
the campus. 
"The ravine is totally out of the 
question for me," he said. "The 
ramp in front of the library is too 
steep. There's no way I could get 
up. The ramp in the back of the 
library has no barriers. One day I 
was going down it and I began to 
tip. If I hadn't caught myself, I 
would have gone right into the 
ravine." 
Mon. nights 6:30-~:30 
. Charge $5.00 
Class size limited · to 10 · 
register now for your spot. 
Durham Shopping Center 
ercut· 868-7363 
you 
New,Hampshil9e Outing Club 
-Semester ·1 
Opening Meeting 
Tuesday Sept. 9 







Rock Climbing Sept. 13 ._ . 
. . -canoeing 
~cabin trips 
Frosh Cabin Trips Sept. 19-21, 26-28 
- - "' ... _.. - .._ -- - . ._ ·•-- .,._.,. .,.- • ,. C • ""'._a-. • • .. ._ • • • ,. - • • • 
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The best contact 
of your life. 
For clear 
sailing. 
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee. 
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved. 
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
Complete eyeglass and 
eye examination seIVices. 
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky, 
Optometrist. 
In-office seIVice plan available 
ex,~ ..ss~~th~ J!lli!1!l!F<l 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200 




Great for bulletin boards & 
morel Easy to install! In 4 
- sq. ft. pkgs.! 
. . . . PARTICLEBOARD 
.: .-. ~ · ,. ·.. 1/a"x1r SHELVING 
.· •.,::.///" ... :.: <:- 99~ 
... : , : : . . . . · . · . 4 LENGTH 
:~ .. _::.<-,:-· .· . .- ·. _' 'r. :~: ~:i~ :::::::: :: ~:1: 
, •• i -.- - : • • :--· :· • •• • Great for bookcases & more! 
· · ' · · · · _. • · · · -;, ~moothly sanded for easy 
• , , . finishing. "Nominal widths . 
. ·, : :} 




of your life. · ·* Handling Rejection and.Loneliness 
* Conflicts in Relationships 
* PrQblem Pregnancies 
* Sexual Orientation 
* Decisions About Sexuality 





- fintday · 
. of somebody 
else's, too. 
BOOK BABS • DAV PACKS 
lllildtrnt55 Croils 
PETTEE BROOK LANE 
DURHAM TEL. 86~-558.f 
\, 
12"x12" CLEAR ' \_ 
MIRROR TILES 
99£, 
Make any room seem bigger 
& brighter! Easy to install! 
Do it right for less! 
1"x10" READY TO USE 
PINE SHELVING 
1,L,NGTH 
• 6' LENGTH .. . ... 2.99 
• 8' LENGTH ... . . . 3.99 
Versatile! All smooth sur-
faces! Ready to Install & 
finish. No. 3 grade . 
*14 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
*LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS 
*PRICED FROM 12.50 TO 27 .00 
WE HAVE SEVERAL 
NEW MODELS 
*NORTH FACE PELICAN 
ALBATROSS - SPECIALLY 
DESIGNED FOR BOOKS. 
*TUMBLEWEED TRANSIT -
EARLY WARNING FABRIC 
IS HIGHLY VISIBLE 
AT NIGHT 
*CARIBOU CRICKET - BEST 
SELLING BOOK BAG 
ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES. 
WILDERNESS CAMPING, 
BACKPACKING, 
AND C~OSS-COUNTRY SKI 
EQUIPMENT. 
ROUTE 16 B 
OLD ROCHESTER RD. 
DOVER, N.H. 
PHONE: 7 42-8200 
OPEN MON.-FRI. 
8AMto8PM 
'STANLEY' 8"x1 O" 
SHELF BRACKETS 
!129 
Put extra shelving where 
you need it! Durable & 
economical! Great value! 
4·SHELF 12"x3O"x60' 
STEEL SHELVING 
11199 NO. 6030 u -- REG. 12.99 
• 5-SHELF NO. 6630 . .. 14.99 
• 5-sHELF NO. 7218 .. . 18.99 
Easy to adjust! Rustproof. 
Double bolt construction 
for strength! Great buy! 
Inc •~cvv ~,-m,1r:~t1!~t:. FHID~ ,. SEPTEMBER 5 ~ ~ aao Ip 
, • • ' .J ,i • • , 4 ., ,- . ) , • • .; t • • , I ) 1"1 ~ 
Cheney 
continued from page 3 
and the long apartment house on 
Woodman Road 
The land Cheney intends to 
develop is owned by Cheney and 
two other corporatipns, Hollis 
said. The company has an option 
on one piece of land and the 
development has already been 
worked out with the other, she 
said. 
The degree to which the space 
and water will be heated by the ·sun 
depends on the consumers• needs, 
Hollis said. All of the homes will be 
sited to get the most out of the sun, 
she said, and they will be well 
insulated. 
Adding sewage and water to the 
development will cost around 
$700,000 and will be paid in full by 
the Cheney Co., Cheny told the 
Planning Board Wedensday. 
Winn said the hearing process 
will probably start sometime in 
October and could take six months 
or mo're to complete. 
Cheney must first present a 
definite plan for the town and 
abutters to study. He now has 25 
plans and showed the Planning · 
Board the one he prefers. 
The entrance to the housing 
development would be from 
Bagdad Road, Winn, also and 
electrical engineering professor, 
said. 
The plans include two ponds, a 
ballfield, paths for joggers and a 
church. There will be a minimum 
of 50 feet between each house, 
according to the plan. 
C..o-M·E 
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C'ANCER 
C'AN BE BEAT. 
American Cancer Society l 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 




THERE'S LIVE MUSIC 
ALL WEEK L~ . ING · 
~od & Lad,u,,i L~ 
TUESDAY THROUGH 
SATURDAY 
'TIL LEGAL CLOSING 
Free Hot & Cold 
Hors D'Oeuvres 
s..pi. -i.s.<> - · 






O,·erlooking the square up 
on Ochard St. in downtown 
Dover, is's a step up to the 
Firehouse Restaurant's get-a• 
way atmosphere. A choice 
variety menu and happy 
afternoons hour after hour ... 
Dinner Served: 
11-9 PM Sun-Thurs 




You don't know what you're missing! Rick Bean is back to enginneer his MUB PUB 
dances for all of us at UNH. Two nights a week ~ Here in the MUB PUB- Rick Bean will 
treat you to some of the craziest, most enjoyable evenings you will ever have. Whether 
you're rocking with Earth, Wind, and Fire, or twisting with Chubby Checker, a MUB PUB 
dance with Rick Bean is gauranteed fun. · 
STOP BY AND BE A PART OF IT ALL 
Thursday & Sunday, 8:00 PM 
M.U.S.O 
Memorial Union Student Organb;ation 
862-148~ : . 
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Editorial 
UNH students should join the club 
The . most valuable moments of your 
college education may not b,e spent in a 
classroom. 
A college education is, and it should be, 
more than just highlighting wonls in 
textbooks, memorizing facts and filling in . 
blocks on a multiple-choice exam. 
Besides the classrooms and the 
laboratories the University community 
offers a variety of opportunities for students , 
to become involved in something they may 
always have had an interest in but never 
dared to venture alone. 
UNH has over 100 academic, social and 
recreational clubs on campus--all within 
walking distance and most free of charge. 
Often experience is ,not even required for a 
freshman, sophomore, junior or senior to 
join other prospective: i11 e1e11Pn:. horsemen, 
folk dancers, writers or simulation game 
players. 
But how many times have upperclassmen 
complained to you that they are tired of Jt~st 
, getting a classroom edu tion--or of seeing 
all ofth sasme students? 
How many times has a classmate told you 
they always wanted to join a particular club, 
but they just never got around to it? 
Realistically, it takes only a few minutes 
once you are on campus to walk over to file 
MUB where many of the organizations have 
their professional niche. 
Any student interested in reporting has a 
choice of either a student-run newspaper, 
The New Hampshire, the radio 
station, WUNH-FM, the Student Press·, or 
the Student Television Network (STVN), all 
housed on the bottom floor of the MUB. 
The Outing Club, the Memorial Union 
Student Organization (MUSO), the Student 
Committee on Popular Entertainment 
(SCOPE), and the Granite are all also in the 
MUB . . 
MUSO offers ftlms, at a minimum cost, 
SCOPE programs concerts and gives 
students a chance to· work with and hear · 
G~EZ ,I'VE 
OtJLY BEi:~ ttE~f: 
A vJEE~f(.. AIJD 
THIN6-S A~£. 
G-ETTIN6- pou../ . 
GET INVOLVED! 
·t their favorite groups. 
Cool-Aid, which is in Schofield House, 
operates a crisis intervention and referral 
service, while the Adopted Grandparents 
Program· initiates a relationship between 
UNH students and the elderly. . 
And during a national election year there 
are also political groups supporting John 
Anderson, President Carter and the 
Citizen's Party. 
Socially there are five sororities and ten 
fraternities, and academically there are 
.doz~ns of honorary societies. 
For a-·university with an enrollment of 
10,500 there certainly sems to be some kind 
of an organization for everybody. 
These groups give everyone a chance to 
meet others who have some of the same 
interests, likes and dislikes--a chance to 
make contacts outside of the classroom. 
Today is the day to act on ·that idea you 
have had in the back of your mind since you 
heard about that organization. 
Sut:prisingly. they may be waiting for you. 
The New Hampshire 
will have a full staff meeting Sunday night at 6 
in the Caroll-Belknap Room of the MUB 
for anyone interested in 
production work 
; 
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By Dennis Cauchon 
Leo Lessard as state senato~ can help (J"NH 
The battle for the Democratic nomination 
for this district's state senator affects the 
Unive~ity more .than any other contest in ~ 
next Tuesday's primary. 
Subcommittee on Education. The 30-year-
Lessard is also a frequent face around the 
campus, including . haunts like the M U.tl, 
frequented by students. · 
Lessard, on the other hand, opposes, 
nuclear power. He said the legislature 
should move immediately to stop the second 
· reactor at Seabrook from being built The 
first reactor at the 83.1 billion plant is out of 
the legislature's hand, according to Lessard. 
The incumbent, Robert Fennelly ofDover, 
is pitted against eight-year state 
representative, Leo Lessard, also of Dover. 
The winner of this race, whic4 will probably 
be decided by less than 2500 voters, is 
particttlarly important because, as one of 
only 24 Senate members, he must act as the 
University's strongest advocate. 
Lessard's support of student and 
individual rights is also unmatched by a 
state legislator. He authored and 
cosponsored the bill passed in the last 
session which allows students to vote for 
their representative on the University 
System Board of Trustees. 
Further, in Lessard's activist role, he was . 
the first sponsor of an appropriation bill 
which allowed the Public Utilities 
Commisiion, the body which oversees rate 
structure and rate increases by PSC, to be 
staffed at its legally mandated size of 33. 
Previously, there were 13 staff vacancies, 
including the positon of a consumer service 
staffer. 
· Lessard, a 1976 University graduate, is 
the better choice. He has been an activist in 
his support of UNH whereas Fennelly, 
despite· voting consistently for University 
appropriations, has not been successful or 
forceful enou~h: · 
Previously, the governor had appointed 
the t trustee with as much student input as, ·. 
former Gov. Meldrim Thomson was willing 
to accept--which was none. 
· In Fennelly s six year term as the Senator 
from Dover, Durham, Madbury and Lee, the 
portion of the University's budget funded by 
the state has declined from 32 to 28 percent 
Fennelly, when contacted on Wednesday, 
said he has used as much influence as 
possible but his inability to get on the 
Senate Finance Committee has hindered · 
Lessard, during Thomson's crusade to 1 
hODjlOSexuality illegal atJ.d ban it from the 
University campus, introduced· a bill 
opposing "that kind of garbage (that) has no 
place on the state statutes." Fennelly, 
however, said-he doesn't get involved in 
"that type of thing." 
Other thinas Fennellv does not get 
involved in is the Seabrook Nuclear Power 
Plant. He is not a physicist, he said, and 
therefore he cannot be expected to take a 
stand on Seabrook, 
Lessard was also a cosponsor and, he 
said, "the J?rime mover" behind the · New 
Hampshire Incentive Aid Program which 
supplies University System student s with 
S-7 million in loans and 8600,000 in grants 
8300,000 of which comes from the state. 
The Senate now has 13 Republicans and 
11 . Democrats, but in ideology the split is 
12-12. As Senator, Fennelly had the second 
worst attendance record, last year second 
orilyto Edith Gardner who spentmostofthe 
session in the hospital. Without Fennelly 
there, . the balance is tipped against the 
moderate side of the Senate. 
his success. · 
Lessard said, "There is no justification for 
that decline. Thfrty-two percent is old 
inexcuseable, but 28 percent, that's 
appalling." 
The House has consistently given the 
University better budgets than the Senate, in 
no small part due to Lessard's tenure on the 
House Appropriations Committee and the 
He is "concerned" about waste disposal, 
shutdown .costs and Public Service 
Company taking on a program bigger than 
its assets can support, but he doesn't believ~ 
1t is necessary to take a stand on the issue. 
He acknowledges his concern has never 
moved him enough to visit Seabrook or any 
nuclear plant . 
Less_ard, who has missed one day, had 
been the University's strongest supporter in 
Concord. Tuesday is the petfect opportunity 




To the Editor: 
Did you ever stop to wonder how an 
18 year old male must feel? 
They have the honor of being told to 
register for an almost certain draft, 
with a great possibility of going one 
way -- on the Orient Express. 
They must inform the government of 
any changes in address or movements. 
A nice touch of Bolshivism in the "land 
of the free." 
They have been told that they are 
more acceptable in a plastic bag than 
their female counterparts. 
They can become the new class of 
freshmen at the Auto Plate University 
, of New Hampshire, for not filling a 
"simple., government form. 
They get to play the part of the 
Hollywood producer in a game of 
McCarthyism with their friends and 
neighbors., 
They are unable to enter a bar 
because they are just old kids who can't 
handle a bottle of Miller, but they are 
capable of handling an atomic warhead 
missile. 
They are adults, though. when it 
comes to presecution under the law, 
because we all know that's what they 
are? 
They get to pay taxes, but the 
chances of getting a loan are about as 
good as the reunion of the B!!atles. 
They can't afford anything more 
than a hole in the wall to call home, so 
most "burden" their parents by staying. 
They get to pay inflated sexist auto 
insurance prices. 




To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to the letters 
in the New Hampshire, May 2, 1980 
issue written by Robin Lachut, Lindy 
Dill and Donna Janetos. 
Even though I did not read the 
article, "'This Weekend the Cow Goes 
Moo", I read with great interest your -
responses to it. I pleased me to see that 
your respect for animals caused you to 
stand up for them and what they cio 
naturally. 
Will this respect for animals cause 
you to be an advocate of humaneness 
and fight for humane treatment of. 
these animals as they are raised and 
slaughtered? These very animali, that 
do provide us with "hamburgers an,d 
pizza and leather shoes and yogurt and 
ice cream and wool sweaters and eggs 
and suasage and horseback riding, 
etc.," as you stated. , 
Will this same respect cause you to 
see that forced production, making the 
animal produce (motivation - profit) 
whatever it is, milk, meat, etc., to the 
maximum and not caring whether or 
not it causes physical pain or 
psychological stress to the animal? Will 
big business and the "need~ · and 
"demand" they create for food cause 
you to yield to their doctrine of 
inhumanity? · 
They see animals thusly, money into 
their pockets, no more, no less. Over 40 
percent of Americans are over-weight 
or obese. Look carefully to see who 
creates the "need" and "demand". 
I understand that a cow can live 20 
years. Is it natural for cows to be 
chained 23 hours out of the day; the rest 
of the· time, ONE HOUR, allowed for 
moving, stretching, grooming, etc.? 
For 23 hours they are forced to eat, by 
way of being chained right to the feed 
trough, eliminate and produce milk. 
Will the stress and strain of being 
chained and forcing maxii;num 
production cause the cow to get 
production diseases and not live a'long 
and useful life? It seems to me that since 
they have moving parts, they were , 
meant to move, not to be chained to 
their troughs 23 hours of the day. And, 
I understand that over half of the milk-
producing cows in this country are 
chained like this to force maximum 
production. 
Recently I took a tour through a 
research farm. As the director of the 
research farm was pointing to some 
odd looking creatures in a samll 
pasture, he said, "The research scientist 
doesn't care what they end up looking 
like, as long as they have ovaries." · 
Because they are fed and sheltered 
they are said to be "happy" and 
"contented". Perhaps respecting and 
understanding animals you can explain 
to me how they can possibly be 
contented being used this way. It would 
ease my mind and let me sleep well at 
night if your explanation was not just 
·platitude but plausible. 
And tell me, was a cow meant to feed 
the whole world with her milk, or was 
she meant to be milked by her calf, who 
is taken a way from her a day or two old 
and raised in total confinement, 
darkness and fed an iron deficient diet 
which causes the calf to be anemic so it 
can produce "white mild fed veal"'? 
. ~ill you fotht to keep the animal 
The 
New 
mdustry from- causing pain torment produce food but not our 
suffering and stress by mddern day inhumaneness. i challenge you are 
farm technolo~y? That is , animal going into the food industry and 
factories. (Modern aay technology animal husbandry are_as t~ respect and 
certainly is proving to us that the more r,evere all life forms smce 1t is relevant 
we stuff oursel_ves with t~e stuff that to our own existence and brotherly love 
~omes from ammal factories the more and without it we will never be able to 
1lln~sses we suffer.) . . · __ call ourselves and a civilized nation. 
Smee hunger prevails ma lot of ~he Carolyn s. Miller 
world and we are told tha.t we are gomg 
to have to help those who are starving, 
let us pass on our technology to 
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Arts & Features 
Mo.re UNH students are active in rock'n'roll than 
in the anti-nudear movement - just compare the 
attendance at concerts and protests in the Seacoast 
last year. · 
Veterans of both the Seabrook front lines and the 
Paradise Club should be interested in No Nukes, the 
concert film from the Musicians United for Safe 
Energy (MUSE). 
No Nukes isn't really a documentary, in the sense 
that Woodstock and Gimme Shelter were; it.is a 
careful MUSE home movie. Anything unpleasant 
that occurred during the five days of all-star anti-
nuclear benefit concerts in New York last fall has 
simply been left out 
But at its best, the movie tends to erase what Keith 
Richards of the (apolitical) Rolling Stones described 
in an interview last July as the dividing line between 
nukes and rock'n'roll: nukes can't obsess your 
crotch, only your mind. 
The music IS No Nukes. Among those performing 
are a reunited Crosby, Stills, and Nash, James Taylor 
and Carly Simon, Bruce Springsteen and the E Street 
Band, and the musicians on . the MUSE Board of 
Directors: Bonnie Raitt, Jackson Browne, John 
Hall. Sound and visual quality are excellent; 
Boston's Exeter Street Theatre, where the film is 
having its New England premiere, is equipped with a 
powerful Dolby Sound System. Some of the 
performances are the same as those on the MUSE 
album; Springsteen's, in particular, is not. 
I was relieved to see the C, S, and N reunion near 
-the beginning of the film. While it was the talk ofNew 
York City, the music the three of them made was not, 
uh, especially inspiring. In a cameo shot later in No 
Nukes, Stephen Stills - wearing shades, drab suit, 
narrow tie - seems to be bucking for third Blues 
. Brother. At the concert, that's who I thought he was. 
· Husband and wife James Taylor and Carly Simon 
. munch through "Mockingbird' , Carly in a jumpsuit 
that would be banned-in-Boston. Bonnie Raitt gets 
· everyone lit Jackson Browne delivers faithful -
though familiar - readings of his hits. The long lost 
Jesse Colin Yourig is in fine voice to end the two 
hours on "Get Together", with most of the 
aforementioned stars and a couple of hundred 
thousand in the Battery Park audience singing along, 
as the sun heads down over New Jersey. 
And Springsteen! The MUSE people know where 
their strength is; his is the longest set in the movie. 
He sings a new song called "The River", a 
momentous version of "Thunder Road", and the old 
_chestnut "Quarter 'Til Three", which some may 
remember from the ecstatic "HA VE YOU HAD 
ENOUGH??!" encore he played at UNH a year and a 
half ago. . 
Springsteen is all over the stage, jumping and 
running, slouching and shimmying, the camera on 
him every second. He is the most natural of 
performers, and a gymnast besides; the camera's 
constant and intimate attention makes it clear. It 
bothered me, tho1;1gh, that ,they cut out some things 
Springsteen doesn't talk about · nukes. Nearly~ ... 
everyone else gets a word in, though. I think 
someone should strangle the next guitar player who 
fntroduces his (pink, squealing) offspring as "the 
re~son I'm against nuclear power." No Nukes 
includes a bit of Jane Fonda's usual speech, but 
hardly enough crowd shots or man-in -the-street 
interviews.There IS investigation of MUSE' s 
logistical heroics, backstage and preconcert There 
was a sense in New York that weekend that a goodly 
number of the people were there to hear the music, 
period; also a lot of mixed feelings about using 
rock' n' roll to make no-nukers. None of those doubts 
are really given more than lip service in No Nukes. 
that made his Saturday-midnight perform~ce · 
especially intense. It was Springsteen's thirtieth 
birthday - an ominous age for a rock' n' roller. Edited 
.out was the moment when the crowd was singing 
Happy Birthday and he threw his cake out to them in 
the darkness beyond the spotlights, in defiance, I 
thought, of getting old. Also omitted is an unpleasant 
on-stage incident with his ex-girlfriend. On the 
whole, anyway, the E-Streeter' s fifteen or twenty 
minutes of _screen time are riveting. 
But as the mired-in-mellow sound of the mid-
1970' s was elbowed aside with the vitality of New 
Wave, so were my nagging doubts about No Nukes. 
New Yorkers Joy Rider and the Avis Davis Band are 
,given maybe a minute of film in NoNukes, about half 
·a song. Their driving "No More Nukes" insists that 
rock is the perfect antidote to nukes, and they mean 
ROCK They see it like Springsteen sees an alley 
brawl - as a life and death struggle. 
Joy Rider looks like. Debby Harry of Blondie, but 
you'll never see her pushing designer jeans; in No 
Nukes, she and Avis Davis are done up in shocking 
pink rayon and fake fur, ripped and tom but flashy 
nonetheless. "No More Nukes" is· a delicious, 
infectious, driving haran~e in 4/ 4 time. Joy Rider's 
not indignant about nukes - she's pissed off. The 
other anti-nuke anthems in the film, "Power" and 
"Before the Deluge", pale by comparison. 
A lot of people came out of the E~eter St saying 
how beautiful it was when Jesse Colin Young 
revived his Sixties' classic "Get Together" for the 
film's all-join-hands-and-smile-peacefully finale. I 
came out humming the irresistable chorus from 'No 
More Nukes' and thinking how strange it was that 
with all those stars believing so in their cause,it took 
an almost unknown new wave group to prove Keith 
Richards wrong. 
Gallery 
by Barbie Walsh 
Fran Booba 







in Room 151 
of the MUB 
862-1490 
It all starts in the boondocks of Oss_ipee 
By Larry McGrath . people who had reverted back to Sunday, every.one was cheering after a competitive interview staff is purposely diverse to 
One by one the Granite St~te their childhoods," fres~man David their heads off," Joseph Antonio session and are notified in accommodate the many different 
R?om of the MUB . filled w_1th Agran . of _Brookline, New of_ East Providence, Rhode Islan~ January. . . backgrounds brought to camp by 
w1~e:-ey~d faces . filled with Hampshire sa~d. said. . . . "It's the be_st thmg I've do_ne m the first-year students. -
anticipation, confusion, and a few . "~ft~r a whll~ t~10ug~, Il?st,?1Y · Leavmg their parents behmd, college. Lookmg at every<;me m the Kids fr Om Livings t On, 
tears. mh1bit1ons aI?,d JOmed nght 1n, he the freshmen · boarded buses MU B and then seeing the Montana, Chicago Illinois and 
The 1980 crop of 250 freshman added_. . . . . heade~ for Camp Marist. Name differe~ce in e~eryon~ on the ride even Durham, Ne'w Hampshire 
campers were greete~ a \\'.eek ~go '- Inh1b_it1ons, an~ietles, and fear ~ags issu~d at th~ MUB. made h?me 1s ~mazmg," sa1~ counse_lor came to swim, canoe, and hug with 
yesterday by 94 cheering, JU~pmg of gettmg lost m the Durham introductions a httle easier as Cmdy g1bson, a semor nursmg geographically varied corp of 
UNH students before departing to shuffle are the targets of the camp everyone unloaded in Ossipee. major. counselors from as far south as 
Camp Marist in Center Ossipee, counselors' barrage of songs, The beauty of the lake and the "When I was a freshman at camp Miami, Florida and as far west as 
New Hampshire f?r four days ?f handclaps and overall enthusiasm. surrounding mountains is the I didn't talk much but I saw Colorado Springs, Cotorado. 
love and madness m the mountain "When I saw them (the perfect backdrop for the something special about the "I was so far away from home 
region. counselors) at first, I said 'No way counselors to orchestrate a counselors that I wanted to be a when I was a fresman that I didn't 
"I figured we were going to be a~ I doing that stuff,' b1:1t afterten sympho~y of si~cerity seven part of," first-year conse!or Sc~tt know anybody," Debbie Metcalf, 
among mature, responsible adults minutes I changed my mmd. By the months m the makmg. Greene from Naples, Mame, said. CAMP 
here at college but I saw a bunch of time I was ri~ing home on the bus _ first year counselors are chosen The make-up o{ the counseling continued on page 13 
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~o~h Draft by Paul Desmond 
Whoever sa~d registratiOn was easy? 
Registration time at UNH. A period filled 
mostly wi~ frustration over classes you 
can't get into and boredom with line~ it 
seems you '11 never get out of. 
Sometimes during the registration 
process one may get the impression that he 
was not meant to· attend UNH. As an 
example, here is what a typical stu,dent may 
go through during registration: 
First step: Pick up envelope and see how. 
many classes you didn't get 
"Only one missing," says the lady behind 
the table, "not bad. You can· give this orange 
card to the professor of whatever class you 
want to take· and.you'll have priority." 
"Priority. Sounds impressive," you say. 
"But first," the. lady continues, "I see you 
haven'( bean cleared through the business 
office. Go over there and stand in the 
. appropriate line for clearance." 
Off to the lines for the business office. No 
problem finding the lines, but which is the 
right one? Using everything learned since 
junior high, the signs reading "ADE-AZ, 
CAS-DRG, GRN-HNZ," etc. are deciphered 
· and the right line is found -- hopefully. You 
won't know for sure for another 45 minutes 
. or so when you finally find out what you 
were standing in ine for. 
After checking your I.D., another lady 
behind another 't4ble finds your alm)ghty 
blue card. 
·"How do you want to pay this?" she asks. 
"Later," you reply. 
"What?" 
·"Later. I'm still waiting for my FAF to be 
processed so I can see how much aid I'm 
eligible for." 
''You better go see someone in financial 
aid. That table over there." 
"Is this the .Financial Aid table?" you ask 
the man. 
''Yes. What's the problem?" 
'They want me to pay my bill but I want to 
wait and see how much aid I can get" 
"Sounds complicated. You better go to our 
main office in Thompson Hall. They have all 
the records over there." · 
After the long trek to Thompson Hall and 
about a half hour of explanations to the 
financial aid people there, you finally 
possess in you chubby little hands a piece of 
paper that should once and for all get the 
business office off your back. 
Somehow, you survive the walk in the 90 
degree heat back to the Field House. You 
need a beer. But first, to the business office 
table. 
Miracle of miracles! It worked! You've 
been cleared by the buisness officer Your're 
cleansed! Life can go on. 
Finally, you get · the distinct honor of 
having your ID validated. You wonder if 
graduation will be this exciting. 
But the excitement is somewhat short- · 
lived. The next day when you show up with 
your orange "priority" card, you discover 
UNH has a different idea from yours,of the 
maning of "priority." 
"I'd like to enroll in this class,"you tell the 
professor as you hand him the orange card. 
"Sorry. You '11 have to get a drop/ add card 
.and wait until Monday." . 
"But why? I thought I had priority." 
''Yeah. You and 500 others. Wait 'til 
Monday" 
For some reason you are not looking 
forward to Monday. 
Camp 
continuedfrom page 12 
a first-year counselor from Edina, 
Minnesota said. "But there was a 
feeling in the air at camp and I 
became a counselor to help spread 
that feeling." 
Skits, called "areas", are 
performed for the frosh centering 
around a theme. Once a theme is 
chosen by the theme director those 
chosen to perform in the areas. 
write, direct and produce for 
camp. 
put into it all", Barbara Lavery, a 
freshman from Raynham, 
Massachusetts said. "Itallhelpeda 
lot when we got back to durham", 
she added. 
Co-directors Christy Houpis 
and Robin Meehan, assisted by a ' 
staff of six other seniors, find a 
me~hod to all the madness by 
trymg to piece together a budget 
that is not funded by the 
University. 
$40.00 is required of each 
ca~per to finance camp because, 
while love and happiness is great, it 
"don't pay the rent." 
"Too bad we can't accept more 
,than 250 because I definitely 
recommend camp to everyone," 
Sue Jackson from Claremont, 
New Hampshire, a first-year 
counselor. 
Departing third-year counselor 
Sherrill Davis from Needham, 
Mass termed camp "an 
opportunity no one should pass 
up. I'm going to miss it." "Everything was really nice, you 
could tell th~re was a lot of work 





























_ _,G,.___,.___ _____ ---4 This schedule will remain basically the sa~e. however we reserve the right 
FREEWAVES FANTASY to make minor chanies .due to changes unforseeable at press time. 
PLAYHOUSE, every Sunday at 
8:30 am. is a series of programs i.-----------.----------~ Saturday Night 
Special 
based on "The Hobbit". the root of 
J.R.R.Tolkien's classic trilogy. Archive Series 
•---------•. Saturday, 6-7PM 
BBO Rock Hour 
Friday■ 6-7PM 
9/5 .. .............. .. :· ...... . Eric Clapton 
...... (special 2 hour show) 
9/12 .................... Rolling Stones 
9/19 ..... : ................ Steve forbert 
9/26 .. Phil Lynott (of Thin Liuy) 
10/3 .......................... Sade Cafe' 
10/10 ................ The Undertones 
.................... Wreckles Eric 
10/17 ........ .... .... Paul McCartney 
10/24 .... , .... Kingbees/Silencers 
10/31 ............ .. ....... Gary Numan 
1117 ................. ................ Motels, 
11 / 14 ...................... 0ire Straits• 
................. Graham Parker· 
11/21 ................... Tom Robinsonl 
9/6.. . . ... ......... Patti Smith 
9/13 ........ .. .... Alice Cooper 
9/20...... .. ......... Madness 
9/27 ................................. Boston 
10/4 .. 4 .................... Pat Benetar 
10/11 ............... Blue Oyster Cult 
10/18 .................. Robert Gordon 
10/25....................... .. Fools 
11 /1 ............................. The Cars 
11/8 ............................. Real Kids 
11/15 .................... Genya Raven 
11 /22 ....................... Suzi Quatro 
J 1 /29 ............................. Specials 
•12/6 ................ ........ ..... .. Rockets 
12/13 .................... .... The Motels 
12/20 .. Emerson Lake & Palmer 
12/.2.7 ...... ............................. lOcc 
7-l0PM 
9/6 ......................... Doobie ·Bros. 
9/13 ..... .' ... Charlie Daniels Band 
9/20 .............................. Santana 
9/27 ...................... Yes 
1 0/ 4 .... Al ice Cooper 
10/11 ................... Gary Numan 
10/18 ........... Bruce Springsteen 
, 0/25 ................... Talking Heads 
11 / 1 ................................ AC/ DC 
11 / 8 .. .. ................ Van Halen 
11 / 15.... . .......... Frank Zappa 
11 /22 ... .. ...... David Jo/ NY Dolls 
11 /29.... . .......... Queen 
12/ 6.. ... Cars 
12/13. .. .. Patti Smith 
12/ 20. .. ............. Police 
12/27... .. .. ..... JimiHendrix 
LP Complete 11 /1 1 .. .. ........... Secret Affair f1/3...... .. ............... B-52's 
every night at 11 ~ ~ j~ L:hi~~~ ,;R~:~~p~~~~~t.! ~ ~ j: ............... · steele.y~ .. ~~r~ 
I 9/ 8 ....... .. .. Marseille 11/14 .... .................. Janis Joplin 11 / 6 .......................... Bob Seger 
9 / 9 ................... American Noise ................. ... Cheap Thrills 11 /7 ... .. .. Be Bop Deluxe 
9 / 10 ....... Martha & the Muffins 11 1 15 .............. Sports •Suddenly 11 /10 ......................... Ian Oury 
9 / 11 .. .. ..... Iron Maiden 11 / 16 .. Bloomfield-Stills•Kooper 11 / 11 ..... .. .. Joan Armatrading 
9 / 12 .... Cream "Disreali Gears" 11 / 17 ................. ... Artful Dodger 11 / 12 ................ .. ...... Ron Wood 
9 / 13 ........ Rockers (Soundtrack) ·11/18, .......... Hollywood Knight~ 11 /1 3 .............. Toots & Maytals 
: 9/ 14 ............ Robert Lockwood & 11 /1 9 ........................ Steely Dan 11 / 14... .. .......... Angel 
Jqhnny Shines 11 / 20 ....... Rhythym Devils "The 11 / 17 ......... Tom Robinson Band 
9/ 15 ....................... Nigel Ol?son Apocalypse Now Session" .1 1/ 18.. .. ....... John Mayall 
9 / 16 ..... Jeff Beck•There & Back 11 / 21 ...... Blondie;Parallel Lines 11 / 19 .. .. ..... The Jam 
9/ 17 Charlie Daniels•Full Moon 11 / 22 ...... ........ .. .... . Allman Bros. 11 / 20.. .. ....... Dan Fogelberg 
9 /1 8 .. ... .. ..... Nervous Eaters 11 / 23 ...... . John Lee Hooker.live 11 / 21 ................ . 10 Years After 
9./19.. .. .. ... Doors "The Doors" 11/24 ........................... Split Enz 11 /24.... .. ......... War 
9 / 20 ......................... Pat Benatar 11 / 25 ...... . Ronnie Spector 11 / 25 .. ....... Jonathan Edwards 
9/21 .. . .......... Otis Rush 11/26.... .. .... Hall & Oats 11/26 ................ Dwight Twilley 
9/22 .. . . ..... .. The Shirts 11 / 27 ....... Black Uhara (Reggae) 11127 ................ Dictators 
9 / 23 ........ . McVicar (Soundtrack) 11 / 28 ... Ted Nugent Free for All 11 /28 ......................... Thin Lizzy 
9/24... .. ........... Whitesnake 11/29 ............ .. ... : .... David Bowie 12/ 1 ................................... . U.K. 
9/25.. .. . .. ...................... SVT 11 / 30 ................ John Hammond 12/ 2 .......... Buffalo Springfield 
9 / 26 Frank Zappa-Lumpy Gravy Schedule'bascd on projections by 12/3 ................................... Grin 
9 / 27 .. Rossington •Collins Band record co.'s. Due to instabil ity in 12/ 4 .. ... Squeeze 
9/28.. . .. ...... Albert Collins the present systems. schedule is 12/ 5 .. .. ..... Capt . Beef heart 
9 / 29 .. . : .... ....... Stiff Compilation subject to change. 12/ 8 .... Madness 
9 / 30 ........ Elton Motello-Pop Art i------------1 12/ 9 ................ Greg Kihn 
10/1 ........ .. .... .. Toots & Maytals Feature Artist 12/10 ..... . ................. Free 
10/2 ... .. ......... Elektrics weekdays at 2:00 12/11. .. .... .. John Entwhistle 10/3.... .. .... "Bad Company" 12/ 12. .. ........................ ELO 
10/ 4.. .. . Cars 9/ 8 .. .. ....... Lene Lovich 1 2/ 1 5... .. .............. Pere Ubu 
10/5 ......... Jim Colegrove 9 / 9 ......... Aerosmith 12/ 1 6 .................... Kt:vin Ayers 
10/ 6 ...... .. .... Polyrock 9 / 10 ............ Kingfish 121 17 ...... Ozark Mt. Daredevils 
10/7 .... .. ... Original Ska 9 / 11 ...... .. ..... Nils Lofgren 12/ 18 .............. .... ..... Television 
(more intensified) 9 / 12 ...... Deep Purple 12/ 19 ...... Roy Buchanan 
10/ 8 .... . .... Paul Simon 9/ 15 ... .. .. Taj Mahal 12/ 22 ....................... Stranglers 
10/ 9 . • Ultravox 9/ 16 ........... Ultravox 12/ 23 ................... Generation X 
10/ 10.... .. . .. . Boston (1st) 9/ 17 .... .. ................. Yardbirds 12/24 ........ Simon & Garfunkel 
10/ 11 .... .. ..... The Vapors 9 /18 ........ Steve Winwood 12/25 .............. .. ... Supertramp 
10/1 2 ................ Clifton Chenier 9 / 19 ..... .... ................ Jeff Beck 12/ 26. .. ...... Pretenders 
10/ 13..... . Telex Neurovision . 9 / 22 ........... Police 12/ 29. .. .. ... ........ John Cale 
10/ 14 .................... .. .. The Cure 9/ 23 .... .. ... Iggy Pop 112/ 30 ........ Peter Frampton 
10/ 15 .... Sea Level 9/24 ....... Blues Bros. 12/ 31 ................ .. .... Frank Zapp~ mm .... E3l~~:S~ig~;tt~ ~j~~ · ... Rod Stewart ti----------~ 
1?!it·················· ..... B •~£; ~i;?•• ~,i~~;; ~~~t~m~~ 
~ gm.. . .. ..... :::: .: ::::~::~:~= ,1o/l.:: ................ :::~.l.vi~ .. 8.i~~~h 
10/23.. .. .. . Bomp Sampler 10/6 ........ . ✓ ........ XTC 
10/ 24 ................ The Clash (1st) 10/ 7 .. .. .... . Wet Willie 
10/ 25 ... .. .. Jethro Tull 10/ 8 .......... .. .. .. Dave Mason 
10/ 26 .............. Fleetwood Mac. 10/ 9.. ......... .. ............ Dr . John 
Vintage Years. 1 & 2 10/ 10 ........ Pat Travers 
10/ 27.. .Rick Wakeman 10/ 13 ............... Bonzo Dog Band 
10/ 28 .......... Rubber City Rebels 10/ 14.. ..... .. .. Elvis Costello 
10/ 29 ........ .... ....... Carolyn Mas 10/ 15 ............... Jackson Browne 
10/ 30... .. ... Waves 11 10/ 16 ........................... Santana 
10/ 31 ....... Alice Cooper "Killer" 10/17 .... .............. Black Sabbath 
11 / 1 ..... .. ................ B·52's 10/20.... .Pat Benatar 
11 / 2 ........ .. ...... Fleetwood Mac 10/21.. ...... .. .. . ........ .. ... Monkees 
Vintage Years .3"& 4· 10/ 22 .... Quicksilver Messenger 
11 / 3 .. .. .... ....... Third World ............ .. ........ .... ...... .. .. Service 
11 / 4 . . ..... Pretty Things 10/23.. .. ... Little River Band 
11 / 5 .... .. .... Cindy Bullins 1 O; 24 ...... .. .. ............ ..... Doors 
11 / 6 . .... ............. .. The Raincoats 10/ 27 ........ ........ .. Root Boy Slim 
11 /7 .... Canned Heat·Cookbook 10/28 .......... .. .. Joni Mitchell 
11 / 8 .. . Bob Marley 10/ 29 .. ..................... . Leo Kottke 
11 / 9 .. .... .... .. .... Albert King 10/ 30 ......... ....... Charlie Daniels 




em7:00 ABC News 
7:30 Cooperative Ext. Service 
8:10 Extended Thumb 
(ride boardl 
8 :55 WUNH N,ws 
9:30 Freewaves Frequency 
(new music report) 
10:50 Smithsonian Galaxy 
11 :20 Concert Report 
11 :55 WUNH News 
pm2:00 Feature Artist 
(30 Min./see listings) 
2:30 Cooperative Ext. Service 
3:25 Lost & Found 
3:55 WUNH News 
4 :10 Extended Thumb 
4:30 Out on Jhe town . 
(club listings/Wed-Sat) 
4:50 Freewaves Fr,quency 
5:45 WUNH Evening News 
\
11 :00 LP Complete (see listings 
.11 :20 Concert Report 
) . . ' ' 
I, ) . 1"'"tl t ~' 1. 
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§ ' . u..--. § 
§ § 
I STORE I = = 
i ~ 
i==- ........ ...__ CHURCH :===i , ~f\~ET IV. H. r ~~-.,JJ"\~59-b3ll . MUSIC BAR i 
off Rte. 108, up the hill 
between the post office and hank (ample parking) 
I I I Mixed drinks, draft and boitled beer, and wine I· 
I Happy hour 8pm-9pm; ALL NIGHT SUNDAY I 
= = = 5 § § 
= = § § 
= = 5 = = = 
i .! 
5 Sept. 5&6 = 
I LARKINI (R&R) dancing Li I. Fri. & Sat. 1 7• -i Sept. 7 $1.50 . ~ i11JIJ § I :~;:a,v
0 
HOOT with Stanley Chew '-L. ~G~f'"~ · 
i Wed. DRIUEIIAV IIILSON ~ i ~~~!~.11 SECOND HIND ROSE I 
Don't be in the dark about the ~ok Loft ... 
The Book Loft ( upstairs at Town & Campus) is a great 
place to shop for books (paper, hardback & children's), 
records, tapes, blank cards, holiday cards, party goods, 
stuffed animals, fisher price toys, ziggy t-shirts, 1981 
calendars and stretched canvas prints. 
The Book Loft has a 3M paper copier ( excellent quality) 
and a REZOUND Cassette Copier (It's Incredible!) and 
we sell Kari-Van Tickets. 
Check for our weekly specials like: 
3/90-Min. Memorex cassettes 85.99 
Love Tote Bags (canvas) 
FREE Paperback diction~ with 
book purchase over $40 ° 
= = = IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII. = Open Mon-Fri 8 AM-7 :45 PM 
§ 5 Sat 9 AM-4:45 PM Sun 11 AM-4:45 PM 
i i 64 Main Street, Durham. 868-9661 
i111111111111111111111111111n111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111u11 , 1111111 I ...::::============================================.I 
**************************·· 
'~NATIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITY" 
A NATION~L & INTERNATIONAL 
JOB MAGAZINE/DIRECTORY: WITH 
A RESUME CIRCULATION SERVICE: 
We mail monthly"- to 20,000, companies, 
hospitals, health care services, educational 
institutions, and many . others. 
We will circulate your resume to companies 
we know can use your talents. 
We gaurantee interviews, or a complete 
refund. 
Our fee $30.00, .payable to the National Joh 
Opportunity,money order or cashiers check, 
only. 
Forward only one copy of your resume, 
please. 
405 Ortiz, N.E. (STE-2), Albuquerque New 
Mexico 87108 
It is not too early to start that job search. 
:************************** 







SAT. SEPT. 13 11 AM 
IN RM. 110 MUB 
Any new members interested can sign up 
on the STVN door. We offer you students 
Panasonic Cameras, Sony Betamax's, 
and Panasonic Reel to Reels ~ree of charge. 
We are also looking for a program 
director who will be , available Tues. 
and Wed. nights from 8:30 to 11:00 
· and alternate Thurs. evenings 
·No experience 
necessary 
for this paid 
officer position 
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.Siel 
continued -fr~_m page one 
did. He went to the sixth floor 
ba!hroom, Katz and Flanagan 
said, and · spent ten minutes 
combing thistles and briers from 
his hair. 
These thistles and briers were 
sim~lar to o_nes found on the path 
behmd Wilderness Trails Inc. 
where Woodside was murdered 
and on the body of the victim. 
James Tarleton and William 
O'Brien, both freshmen at Stoke 
testified that they discovered 
Woodside's body at 1:30 a.m. 
while Jhey were returning to the 
dor~ after buying a pound of 
manJuana at an apartment above 
the Wildcat. 
Ta~leton said he tried to stop the 
bleeding from Woodside's head 
while O'Brien ran back to Stoke 
called the police and hid ·th~ 
marijuana in his room. 
Originally, while sitting alone in 
a police cruiser the two decided to 
tell police they had gone 
downtown to buy a sandwich. 
They admitted to the police on 
November 29 they had gone to 
purchase marijuana. 
The two also identified 
themselves incorrectly to The New 
Hampshire reporter Laura Meade 
who testified at the trial about th~ 
incident. 
Strafford County medical 
referee and pathologist Dr. Paul 
Young testified that Woodside 
died sometime between 12:45 a.m. 
and I :45 a~m. of two groups of 
wounds, one to the back of the 
head and one to the top of the 
head. · ' 
Death was "nearly instantan-
eous." Young said. 
That morning at 6: 15 a.m. a 
: state policeman found a mug in a 
garden 25 feet from the path. 
However, the only fingerprint on 
the mug was that . of the state 
policeman and no definite blood 
traces could be established. 
Young testified that the shape of 
the mug matched the shape of the 
wounds on Woodside's head. 
Woodside's blood alcohol 
content was at .32 when he was 
murdered, well over the . l 0 legal 
limit for driving. Woodside had 
marijuana and $4.81 in his pocket 
when he was found. 
Earlier in the night, a bartender 
at Nick's testified, Woodside had a 
bundle of money with him, 
inlcuding a · $100 bill. However, 
earlier that afternoon, Woodside 
borrowed $2 from Father Joseph 
Desmond of St. Thomas More 
Church. 
The amount Siel allegedly took 
from Woodside was never 
determined. Forty dollars was 
discovered in Siel 's room, but the 
money was not crumpled as earlier 
witnesses had described it. Siel had 
also received a tuition refund 
shortly before the murder. 
Woodside had lived in . an 
apartment building in Keene until 
a few days before the murder, the 
apartment manager, John Cook, 
testified. · 
· Cook described Woodside as a 
"scared man" who had asked for 
an apartment with no windows. He 
-settled for one with a single 
window over a fire escape. 
Siel testified that he left the 
Wildcat Pizza with Woodside the 
night of the murder and walked 
with him across the street and into 
the Wilderness Trails parking lot. 
There, Siel said, Woodside became 
insistent that he smoke marijuana 
with him. When he refused, Siel 
said, Woodside started yelling. 
Siel started jogging through the 
path and up toward Stoke, hoping 
to get inside before Woodside, who 
was on crutches, got there, Siel 
said. 
Siel said he stumbled on the 
path, accidently collecting the 
thistles in his hair and on his coat. 
Siel admitted he lied to police 
when first questioned, saying he 
didn't want his father, a former 
police chief in Pittsfield, to know 
he . was drinking despite being 
underage. 
The jury deliberated for almost 
two days before reaching the two-
count guilty verdict. 
.Seabrook 
c~ntinued fro~ page 2 
going to raise hell," Backus said. 
Another person concerned 
about the lack of an evacuation 
plan is State Representative 
Roberta Pevear, who is also the 
civil defense director for Hampton 
Falls. 
"A good emergency evacuation 
plan for Hampton Falls and the 
other twelve towns within the I 0-
mile radius (Of the power plant) 
just isn't feasable," Pevear said. 
"We don't have the facilities or the 
manpower to deal with something 
like that." 
In addition to the evacuation 
plan issue, the Public Service Co. is 
apparently having financial 
problems. 
The NRC has approved a plan 
that would allow the Public 
Service Co. to sell 15 percent of the 
plant to 12 other utilities in New 
England, which would leave the 
company with 35 percent 
ownership. 
According to McKenny, the 
other utilities would help pay 
construction costs. 
"The ·other utilities wou1<i pay 
construction costs for 18 months," 
said McKenny, "which is quite a 
bit." 
.. Red Cross also helps many 
veterans upgrade their military 
discharges ... and that holds the 
key to getting a job. Just last 
year, Red Cross represented 
more than 2100 veterans before 
· discharge review boards. 
.. And discharge review for 
an additional 6046 veterans is 
in process. 
·'Giving a hand to veterans is 
another powerful reason for us 
to help keep Red Cross ready. 




Durham Red Cross 
is so glad you're here! 
See you snon! 
SH-OE 
by Jeff MacNel/y 
classified ads 
'lost and found 
REW ARD:$250.00 for information leading 
to the apprehension AND conviction of the 
person(s) who stole the Tau Beta Pi bronze 
bent symbol from its 1ranite pedistal beside 
the entrance to Kingsbury Hall in early 
August. This reward is offered by Tau Beta 
Pi, Engineering and Physical Sciences. If you 
have such information please call 862-135t> •· 
and ask for the Tau Beta Advisor.9/9. 
services 
Retired Secretary. Experienced in all types of 
term papers, resumes, letters, etc. 
Reasonable rates. Prompt service. Located 
walking distance to UNH. Call Anita, 868-
7078. 20 Park Ct.,Durham. 9/19. 
help wanted 
Experienced baby-sitter to give loving care to 
two young children (1½ and 2½) Monday 
and Wednesday mornings during academic 
year. Three blocks from UNH. Call Donna 
Brown, 868-7526 after 5 p.m. 9/9. 
The Town of Durham Highway Department 
has an opening for permanent part-time 
employment, Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, 7:00 A.M.-3:30 P.M. Salary 
S3.7S/hour. Apply at Town Office, 13-15 
Newmarket' Road, by September 8, 1980. 
The town of Durham is an affirmative 
action/ equal opportunity employer.,/ 5 
=·-
Coffee Shop--Person four to five days a , 
week. 5:30 to 10 a.m. Hilltop Donut Shop. 
692-3022. 9/5. 
Work-Study jobs available with Channel 11 
Development Office. Diversified work 
Involved with all aspects of public television 
fundraising. Good practical experience for 
business students. Call Maryanne 2-1954 for 
interview. 9/19. 
Wanted-Work study student to assist in the 
New England ~enter's Rapid Copy Center 
10 or more hours a week. Job includes 
training in offset printing. No typing or 
experience necessary. Call Janet Doty at 862-
1900. 9/12. 
Wanted: Part-time Waitresses, 
Chambermaids, Bartenders, and Cocktail 
waitreses. Call Eloise Ring, 942-5921. The 
Resort at Lake Shore Farm, Northwood, 
N.H. 18 miles from campus. 9/26. 
for sale 
Garage Sale with large assortment offramed 
pictures. 16 Coe Dr.-Across from Oyster 
River Grammar School. Saturday Sept. 6th, 
9 am-3 pm. 9/S. 
Yamaha 350 RD '74. 9000 pampered 
milesJust bored out. New tires, ignition and 
front brake with back rest,rack and full 
coverage.SHOET helmut. $795. 9/9. 
1973 Dodge Dart Swinger. Vinyl Roof. 6 
cylinder. 23 mpg. Regular Gas. 51300. 
Evenings (603)749-3117. 9/5. 
For sale: Fiat 128, ·1974 4 door. No rust 
minor problem with engine. Make me ..; 
offer. Call 868-5362.9/16. 
For sale- 1971 Chevy Impala. New starter, 
excellent running condition. Actually owned 
by a grandmother for six of Its years!! 73,000 
miles. Asking $800.00. Call Mary Jo at 
Alpha Chi. 868-9924 or 862-1945. Leave a 
message if not home. 9/9. 
Waterfront, 3 bedroom, year-round ho-,ie 
available for rent durin& 1980-1981 school 
year. Partially furnished, with fireplace, and 
directly on Pawtuckaway Lake. 20 minutes 
from Durham. $400/mo. Call a(ter 6. 895-
3895. 9/12. 
, personals 
UNH Rugby is back! First meeting is 
Mon«lay Sept. 8, 8:00 p.m. Carroll Belknap 
rm. MUB. Men and women welcome or call 
868-2981 for info. T.B.R. 9/5. 
Hey Babe, it was quite a heavy metal 
summer, my best yet. Let's make it an even · 
better fall by being together. Love always, 
Chuck. 9/5 
Dear L.M.Z. Happy 20th birthday. Hope 
there are many more in our future. Love you 
alw~ys,Peter. 9/S. 
TO THE BOYS: welcome back to THE 
house. 9/5. 
SIGMA BETA'S FALL FEST this Friday 
a_nd Saturday members and guests. Advance 
tickets may be purchased from any brother 
or at the house. 4:30-12:30, 26 Madbury 
Road. 9/5. 
Sigma Beta's Fall Fest will be the place to be, 





FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 
NEW THIS ¥EAR: 
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS 
of WOODLAND INDIAN ART 
Sept.11 & 12 
FEATURING: Old Masters, 
Impressionists, The Group 
of Seven, Australian, 
Ojibway, Oriental and 
Modern Art, 




MOST LARGE PRINTS 
. s3_ooEA or 3 FOR 57. OO 
MOST SMALL PRINTS 
51.75 EA or 3 FOR s4_5 o 
British Museum Posters, 
Escher, Wyeth, Danby, 
Folon, Curtis and others. 
OVER 700 
DIFFERENT IMAGES 
( ' I ~ t .t: l f ., .,. • f , .. 1 • / f · t ,\ i ..._ • f 
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The five most 
dangerous 









IT MSAN, ~~ f;U~'~ .. \ 
r;ld~T our IN -n:tE ~ 
~Fg(GGf<ATO~ I 
THERE'S NO OTHER 
STORE 
QUITE LIKE RED'S 
·sHOE 





We're No. 1 







· -KRONE -WEYENBERl-·HERfflAlt SURVIVORS 
I AND MANY OTHER BRAND NAMES I 
N.H. 's Largest Family Shoe Store! / RED'S ie.~0~~ Shoe Barn 
Bro~dway · Weekdays • Saturdays 
9:30-9:00 9-5:30 
Dover 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
Jupiter: the mythologi-
cal god of light, of the sky and 
weather. 
But th is Jupiter is no myth. 
He·s a man. And his name is 
Clyde Jupiter. Mr. Jupiter and his 
associates ensure the safety of 
nuclear power plants that supply 
electricity throughout America. 
What makes him special is 
that he happens to be a graduate 
of a United Negro College Fund 
member school. 
So support black education. 
Send your check to the United 
Negro College Fund, BoxJ, 
500 East 62nd St.. New York. 
N.Y. 10021. 
GIVE10THE 
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND. 
A m ind is a terrible thing to waste. 
A Publ ic Service of Th i.s Newspaper "'fl 
& The Advert,s,ng Council ~5 
J/ !HE NEW ALTERNATIVE: · 
Open now , Dr. Edward C. Godnig, Optometrist, ~ 
- offers· Optom~tric services at a new, convenient 
location with ample parking. 
Call now, o~anytime for an appointment at: 
4 NEWMARKET ROAD 
(ACROSS FROM DURHAM TOWN OFFICES) 
DURHAM, N.H. 
868-·5737 
•Soft or Hard Contact Lens Fitting 
•Routine Vision Examinations · 
• Developmental Vision ~Diagnosis 
And-Treatment . 
DURHAM OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon., Tues.,. Wed. - 10 AM-5 PM 
Thurs. Evenings - 6 PM-9 ·pM 
PORTSMOUTH OFFICE HOURS: 
(431-4088) 
By Appointment, At Your Convenience 




5 5 = = = = 
I i 
§ § 
= = 5 5 = = i STOP BY THE MUB SOME i 
5 5 
= NIGHT- = 
i I I YOU'LL BE SURPRISED WHO I 
i YOU MIGHT RllN INTO !!! 
§ § 
i i 
5 5 = = 
i I 
:==-
i=:_ . Humphrey Bogart and Marlon Brando dropped by the MUB last year. Really! ~:_=====_ 
Now, if you keep your eyes open this year, you just might see Jane Fonda, or even 
Woody Allen - RIGHT HERE IN THE MUB! 
§ M.U.S.O - The Memorial Union Student Organization - will be bringing first § 
:-
===-- rate feature length films to you all year long - .right here in the MUB, for only $1. '==== 
Showing these movies is not the only function of M.U.S.O, there's much more. 
5====_=_ - MUSO also sponsors some very informative and entertaining lectures for you i=====-to listen to. You'll hear speakers talk about Politics, Sports, Business, and many 
other areas that play parts in our everyday lives. 
= = I MUSO also will present the sounds of some of the best bands in the area. On I 
====_===- Sept 15, the cool sound of Jazz comes to U.N.H. when MUSO presents its =_-====_~ 
"Traditional Jazz Series". And don't forget Rick Bean with his always popular, 
always crazy MUB PUB dances. 
I Hold on, there's more. I 
5 MUSO offers their own Photoschool in the MUB. There are beginners lessons 5 
i for those of you who have never used any camera other than a Polaroid i 
i Instamatice, and advanced lessons for those aspiring LIFE magazine i I photographers. Registration begins Sept. 8, and continues uritil Sept. 21. I 
5 Take advantage of any or all of the MUSO prqgrams. They are entertaining and 5 
= relaxing as well. = 
= THIS YEAR, LET'S START SEEING MORE = 
.OF EACH OTHER 
s i - -
. I M.U.S.0 I 
a Memorial U~ion Student Organization i I · 862-1485 i 
i _ I 
I I 
5 I § 
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1se,1i1111i11,, 1~ •• 11( 1;11if;1r 
l;1f11r;1I l~•••••ls t~ttttl(illtl 
llet1i1111i1111 A11i111;1fitN1 
,\\etlif;1fitt11 & Self-A,,,;1re11ess 
Si1,,ers111itl1i11t1 
ISil(e ,\\;1i11te1a;111ce & lte11;1i1· 
Ilise•• 
School Bags 
Up to 30 % OFF 
*Touring Guides 
*Bicycling Books 
*Locks & Cables 
*Lights, etc. 
*Helmets 
*Repairs on all Bikes 
1 g _Jenk.in Court, Durham, N.H. 868-5634 
Monday-Saturday 9-5 
Open Thursday 'til 8pm 
Fuji, Taleara, Cannondale, Campy, Brooks 
Going back to school with a 
great summer tan-only to lose it 
in · a few weeks? Keep -your 
liealthy glow by visiting the_ 
tanning booth at Uppercut 
once or twice a week. 
Call today for an appointment. 
Men's & Women's ·Hairstyling 






over 300 varieties 
Roses 53.00 Doz. 
House Plants 
(large & small) 
:VISIT OUR (;-REENHOUSE 
FANCY HILL FARM 
56 Old Stage Rd. Madbury 
Next to Old Stage Campground 
Tel. 742-4580 
Open 1 Q-6 Tues-Sat 1-6pm Sun 
~ Ill II llllf llllllllllll lllll llllllllllllllll lllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIU 111111111111 IIIIIIUI Ill lllllll 111111111111111111 
~ BOOKRUSH AT SNIVELY ARENA ~ 
§ FRI. SEPT. 5 - 8:00 AM to 4:20 PM ~ 
§ MON. SEPT .. 8 - 8:00 AM to 7:20 PM 5 
l_i_ ;'f }/ilf i:~~:?ig!i\g i~ ~~VE --==; 
THU. SEPT. I I - 8:00 AM to 4:20 PM = FRI. SEPT. 12 - 8:00 AM to 4:20 PM = 
i====: Th;to~fs~~e ~~'[~!~t"!,!~D SUNDAY I==== 
operation at Hewitt Hall on an 8:00 - 4:20 
schedule starting Thursday, Se,pt. 11th. 
§ The bookstore in Hewitt Hall will be open 5 
· § and continue to offer all services with the § 
~ exception of textbooks & course required § = supplies. both stores will be closed on = 
~ Wednesday, September 10th. I 
IIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIII IIII 11111111111111111111111115 
-m[[V[RYDAY 
~ ~ 1}FFL]fJ 
: \;.:~,'.·:;~~~-, ~ -- Q!JIChlE. ---
, . . C)LQ_,SPCO~lY 
: . ~,<I.' IN 7 tvDUTW WAT-
. E.DJNCJ VAQJE...TIES: 
' I 
- .:'.)PIN.t,CW-MUS~QOOM~ ONION- BACON -;-
~:D()CC OLl-5~DJMD - A5D.t:J=< . 6.GUS - 0 RONDE-Ll -




Out of Print ·Books 
(Also Antique Furnishings) 
Browsers Welcome 
Hours 
Mon. thru Sat. 9-5:30 
Uppercut Emporium 
Mill Rd., Shopping · Plaza 
(near Wellwood 5&10J 
t .... - ,. ' ., - ~ • • ' \ • ~ •• ' • '\ \ • • t \ '•:.,. • .. ... 
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The three year .payoff: Stevens gets his · day 
By Larry McGrath 
_ Denis Stevens has waited a 
long,Jong tim'-. 
When St..;vens · leads the 
University of New Hampshire 
football squad against U Conn 
tomorrow it will be his fourth 
opening day as a Wildcat and he is 
just a junior. 
After watching the legendary 
Jeff Allen perform at quarterback 
as a freshman, Stevens was injured 
his sophomore season. He was 
"red-shirted" to preserve a year of 
eligibility. Next season the easy-
going field general came back to 
find another UNH star, Steve 
Wholley, at the helm. 
Stevens, a Newburyport, 
Ma·ssachusetts native, has never 
known the feeling of starting a 
losing game, dating back to his 
freshman year in high school. So, 
when Tom Leavitt moved in as 
the starter last year the excitable 
red-head's mind must have been 
wondering how long it was going 
to take. 
"It's hard to adjust to sitting 
down after starting in high school 
for a couple of years. You can't 
really expect to start right away in 
college-it's a big step," said 
Stevens. 
Defenses get more complicated 
and there are more check-offs at 
the line of scrimmage in college 
ball. If a play was called in the 
huddle in high school it was carried 
out no matter how the defense set 
up. 
UNH head coach Bill Bowes 
would like to see that kind of 
thinking stay in high school. 
"I call the plays and send them 
into our quarterback. But if the 
defense sets up and exposes a 
weakness or is shifted to where our 
play is going he not only ha~ the 
option of changing the play--h-~•s 
ordered to,"said the eight-year 
mentor. 
Offensive backfield coach Peter 
Vaas has been there before. As a 
quarte_rback at Holy Cross, Vaas 
:set seven school passin_g records 
"My advice to Denis is to have fun, 
relax, and play with a smile on his 
face. He's a very outgoing, -
energetic kid. His positive attitude 
helps-he always has a smile 
anyway" Vaas said. 
. Helping keep that smile on 
Steven's face is a line that averages 
248 lbs. up front. 
"You got to like guys like 
Kaplan and Kurylo in front of you. 
Together with the other guys it 
g~ves me a secure feel(ng," he said. 
One of the raps on Stevens has 
been his inability to throw. A fine 
runner, he is anxious to put aside 
any question of his throwing 
ability right away. 
"With the speed we have outside 
with (Bill) Peach and (Frank) 
Keough, you have to utilize it. I'm 
not afraid of throwing the bomb," 
Stevens said. 
Despite three interceptions in 
the spring game in May Bowes has 
handed the number one job to 
Stevens. . . , . 
"One thing your going to notice 
about Denis is his unpredictability. 
He'll make mistakes but he also 
will bring people out of their seats 
with a thirty yard scramble or 
something. I ~an tell you now I'll 
be losing my hair sometimes 
during the year" Bowes said. "But 
he's a winnner." 
"Denis has come a long, long 
way. He's learned to relax now, 
calm down and maintain his poise 
while remaining an aggressive kid" 
Vaas said. 
The ~heers of past falls still ring 
in his ears. He has seen Allen finish 
off his masterful . three years, 
Wholley continue that standard of 
excellence for a year and Leavitt 
step in to keep the banner aloft. 
This Saturday's cheers are for 
him. 
A last bit of advice from Coach 
Vaas, "Denis, you've waited three 
years for this. This is your day." 
*******************************: 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * : * * * -
* * * * : So you want to be a : · 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * sportswriter. 
* * * * '* * * * * * * * * * : Well come on down : 
* * * * * * * * * * t to rm. 151 of the MUB : 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * d * an get you're beat. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * ' * * * **t:t:*****************·********-**~ 
~ .,,.. .... .. .. . .. "\. . '\ ... ... ._ ... .. ' - . .. -... ~ 
Denis Stevens displays his mobility. (Art lllman photo) 
·--------------~----~----~--------
Probable starting lineups 
University of New Hampshire University of Co:Q.necticut 
Offense Defense 
SE Frank Keough Jr 5-10 170 LE Peter Rostosky So 6-4 190 
LT Greg Stilphen So 6-3 260 LT SobSa~ro Jr 6-3 235 
LG JoeLaCasse Jr 6-0 260 NG James errltts -So 6-3 220 
C MattKurylo Sr 6-4· 235 RT Steve MlchalewlczSo 6-3 220 
RG John Ha~gerty So 6-3 240 RE Ga~Brooks Jr 6-0 230 
RT Ken Kap an So 6-5 260 LB Ma Donovan Jr 5-11 230 
TE Doug Romano Sr 6-3 235 LB Jeff Thomas Sr 6-2 225 
QB Denis Stevens Jr 6-1 205 CB JodyWebb Sr 6-0 175 
FB John Nocera Jr 6-1 215 CB DaveRWjfan Sr 6-1 190 
FL BIii Peach Fr 6-1 185 s Darrell Ison Sr 5-11 160 
TB JlmQulnn So 6-0 215 s Fred Markland So 5-11 160 
·oefe:r,se Offense 
LE Steve Hirons Sr 6-4 220 Se Reggie Eccleston Sr 5-11 180 . 
LT Keith Reynolds Sr 6-3 240 LT Patrick Brennan Sr 6-5 225 
RT Bob Doherty Sr 6-2 230 LG Dan Palombo Sr 6-1 215 
RE Joe Clemente Jr 6-3 225 C JlmRalelgh Sr 6-1 220 
OLB Jeff Belmont Sr 6-0 190 RG John Mlltenls So 6-5 240 
OLB Chris Koslnkl Sr 6-2 220 ' RT Mike Muha So 6-0 225 
ILB Steve Doig Jr 6-2 235 TE KenMlller Jr 6-4 240 
.ILB AISouza So 6-2 220 QB Ken Sweitzer Jr 6-2 185 
LHB Dean Glllls Sr 5-11 180 FB Tony Jordan Jr 5-9 160 · 
S Peter Begeron Jr 5-10 175 HB JoeAddlson Jr 5-9 190 
RHB Tom Delozier Sr 5-9 180 HB Joe Markus So 6-0 185 
- - ------ - - ---------- - - -------- ---
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Wildcats host Huskies • ID YC grid opener 
By Bill Nader 
_ A low scoring game is expected 
tomorrow afternoon when the 
University of New Hampshire 
plays host to the University of 
Connecticut in the opening game 
of the football season. 
"Our defense is very good, very 
solid," said UNH head coach Bill 
Bowes, "and we're as strong as 
we've ever been in the defensive 
line." 
But Bowes is quick to caution 
that "we have to stay healthy," a 
part of the game plan that the 5-4-2 
Wildcats could not execute last 
season. Sixteen starters were 
penciled in on the disabled list and 
UNH is feeling the effects entering 
this year's campaign. 
All-East safety Mike Gooden 
and starting fullback Chris Pinter 
are still plagued by concussion 
problems and are lost for the 
season. 
The UNH offensive line suffered 
a pair of setbacks, losing 2nd team 
Yankee Conference tackle Jim 
Fitzgerald (neck) indefinitely, and -
two year starter Mike Porter 
(personal reasons) is out for the 
year. 
Nevertheless, Bowes reports his 
team in "reasonably good shape 
after a pretty good pre-season. I 
still think we can be a good 
football team and I think it will 
take a good footballl team to beat 
us." 
against a conference opponent in 
his first collegiate start. "It 
definitely adds to the pressure," 
Stevens said, "and that's why I 
t_hink the team is so ~~gh for this 
game. 
"Sure, I'm nervous," he said. "I 
started getting the ol' butterflies 
today (Thursday) but after the first 
snap I'll be all set." 
The book ,on Stevens is "all run-
no throw" 1but he feels it is 
unjustified. "I feel I can run and 
throw. I have just as good an arm 
as anybody, and if we sprint out 
Junior quarterback Denis 
Stevens ( 12-31-1 lifetime) is pitted 
The UNH starting backfield fro~ the left: John Nocera (32),Jim Q~inn(22)and Denis Stevens(19).(Art Illman 
photo) 
morning line 
Gerry Art Larry Old President 
Miles Illman McGrath Grad Handler 
Connecticut at 
Unhby3 UNHbyl UNHby7 New Hampshire UNHby7 UNHby9 
Maineat 
Maineby13 Maineby6 Maineby6 King's Point Maineby7 Maineby5 
Rhode Island at 
HCbylO HCby7 HCby14 Holy Cross · HCbylO' HCby9 
' 
Colgate at 
Penn State ,PSUby7 PSUby12 PSUby21 PSUbylO PSUby17 
Purdue at 
NDby7 Purdueby2 NDby15 Notre Dame NDbylO NDby2 
Editor's note: A guest will participate in the morning line each 
Friday with UNH President Evelyn Handler kicking off the 
series. If the guest can defeat the Old Grad at this 
handicapping game, he will donate -$50 to the 100 Club. 
and the ends are covered, I'll take 
off. My mobility is s one of my 
biggest assets." 
"The biggest concern is reports 
that they have gone· to ·a wishbone 
offense," Bowes said. ''We don't 
know what they.'re doing and that 
makes it difficult." 
Huskie coach Walt Nadzak said 
his team is "fooling around" with 
the wishbone, but would not make 
a definite statement. 
"They don't try to come right at 
you the way we do," said senior 
defensive tackle and co-captain 
Keith Reynolds. "They look small 
but they're deceivi~g." 
U Conn has seven starters 
returning on defense, according to 
Nadzak, and "should be pretty 
solid." 
The H uskie defense will be 
te~ted by a strong UNH ground 
game. Tailback Dwight Hamsley 
will be absent from the Wildcat 
offense because of a discipline 
problem. 
"Dwight has been a problem all 
along and we felt it was in the best 
interests of the team to remove him 
from , the, roster," Bowes 
explained. 
Jim Quinn, who Bowes said was 
the number one tailback anyway, 
. will start for UNH with back-up 
help from a pair of freshmen, Curt 
Collins (5-8, 165) and Mark 
Nichols (6-0, 185). 
There ar.e certain plays that each 
man· is better running which 
provides us with a good mix," 
Bowes said. 
The UNH schedule: How it was fumbled 
By Bill Nader 
A scheduling error by the 
University .of Connecticut Athletic 
Department has resulted in 
tomorrow's regular season and 
Yankee Conference football 
opener against the University of 
New Hampshire in Cowell 
Stadium. 
UConn scheduled Colgate and 
UNH for the same date, October 4, 
and the conflict was corrected 
when UNH agreed to reschedule, 
leaving the initial date open. 
"They were reluctant to do so," 
said U Conn Athletic Director 
John Toner, "but through the 
~ood graces of Mr. Mooridianand 
New Hampshire, they accom-
modated us." · 
"I'm not in favor of opening 
against · a conference opponent," 
said Bill Bowes, who has not 
experienced an o~en date entering 
his ninth year as head coach at 
UNH. "We obliged them so they 
could keep their game with 
Colgate." 
For the past five seasons, 
UConn has played Navy, Yale and 
UNH in succession, losing 14 
consecutive games before last 
year's 3-3 tie against the Wildcats. 
"Our scheduling was ahead of 
us, and now we have to catch up," 
said H uskie head coach Walt 
Nadzak, noting that UNH is the 
only conference team he has not 
defeated in his third year as head 
man. "We had the cart in front of 
the horse. 
"Last year we played Army, 
Navy and Yale away, and then 
everyone expects us to beat New 
Hampshire,'' Nadzak continued. 
"But we're down mentally, and 
we've never played New 
Hampshire healthy or with any 
kind of momentum." · 
This season the Huskies will get 
a clean shot at the Wildcats. "It's 
certainly to our disadvantage," 
Bowes said, "because we've always 
caught them at the right time." 
UNH had priority over Colgate 
on the UConn schedule, and had 
the Wildcats exercised their 
option, there would be no game 
tomorrow and there would be no 
open date on October 4. 
"I'll let you know tomorrow at 
4:00 if it was a good move," said 
UNH Athletic Director Andy 
Mooridian. 
The loser of Saturday's opener is 
placed in a difficult position 
because there are only five 
conference games. Any 0-1 team 
with the University of Mass 
achusetts and Boston University 
left on the schedule, will be up 
against what could be a "must win" 
situation for remaining conference 
games. 
"T--------------T 
l Follow all UNH : 
l sports : 
I I 
I I 
. l New Hampshire I 
I I ~------------- -
1980 UNIVERSITY 
OF MEW HAMPSHIRE 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
SEPT. 6 CONNECTICUT ........ 1 :30 
SEPT. 13 WAYNE STATE ......... 1 : 30 
SEPT. 20 BOSTON UNIVERSITY ... 1 :30 
Sept. 27 at Dartmouth ......... 1 :30 
OCT. 4 OPEN DATE .. . ....... . 
OCT. 11 MAINE (Homecoming) ... 1 :30 
Oct. 18 at Towson State ....... 1 : 30 
Oct. 25 at Northeastern ....... 1 :00 
NOV. 1 RHODE ISlANO ....... . 1 : 30 
· NO\'. 8 l \r~YETTE ........... 1 : 00 
Nov. 15 2t \~assachusetts . .... . 1 :00 
Hone Games in BOLD TYPE 
